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"A beautiful, masterful,

and much-needed work
that will henceforth

be our guide to North

'^•^'^rican trees."

-Edward U. wilson

THE
SIBLEY
GUIDE
TO TREES
• More than 600 tree species

• More than 4,100 exquisitely detailed

paintings

• More than 500 maps show the complete

rangefor nearly all the species

• Condenses a huge amount of infor-

mation—more than any other single

guide—into a portable size, and
makes that information patterned,

logical, and accessible to any veader
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THE NATURAL EXPLANATION BY ERIN ESPELIE

For a male,

the risk ofbeing

picked off by a

predator pales in

comparison with

assured paterni-
Jewel scarab, above;

left: longhorn beetle

At noon the day entomologist Piotr

Naskrecki hiked into Arizona's

Madera Canyon, the mercury was

pushing 120 degrees Fahrenheit

in Tucson, about forty miles away.

"It was too hot for the grasshop-

pers and katydids, but not for the

beetles," Naskrecki says. Along
his path a cactus longhorn beetle

munched on a prickly pear, while a

jewel scarab gripped a yucca plant

[see photographs above]. The base

of the canyon offered cooler tem-

peratures as well as a species that

Naskrecki had been expecting to

see: the western red-bellied tiger

beetle {Cicindela sedeciinpiinctata).

Haifa dozen of those tiger beetles

raced and flitted around the cracked

bed of a drying stream, feasting on
flies and small butterflies drawn
to drink. Tiger beetles—of which
there are about 2,300 species—boast

speeds of as much as 1.2 miles an

hour on foot. For creatures measur-

ing about one-third of an inch long,

that equates to roughly ten times the

speed of the fastest human sprinter.

And they can also go airborne at an

instant's notice. So Naskrecki's only

hope ofphotographing the dynamos
came from a pair slowed to a vul-

nerable standstill by mating.

ty. A female has

little choice

—

particularly once a male pinions her

with his mandibles and inserts his

hooked genitalia. "For more than

thirty minutes," Naskrecki recalls,

"I watched as other males tried to

approach the couple, but every time

that would happen the mating male

steered the female away"—never

once letting go.

Stand up too quickly m the outdoor

sauna of an Arizona summer and

you might see spots in a momentary
fragmentation of vision. A different,

but equally blinding effect can hit

tiger beetles on the move. Gener-

ally their vision is superb, but when
in rapid pursuit of prey, they don't

receive enough photons reflected off

the intended victim to form a good
image. By periodically pausing mid-

chase, however, they can regain their

target, and so rarely miss a meal.

In addition to being superlative

speedsters, tiger beetles can squeak

by without much oxygen. A recent

study shows that adults of some
species can survive between ten

and forty-six hours submerged in

low-oxygen water, and their larvae

even longer. So when Madera Can-
yon floods next, no need to worry

about these fleet beetles, though

our mating couple might need to

come up for air.

Piotr Naskrecki received his PhD in entomology in 2000 at

the University of Connecticut, where he studied the evolu-

tion of acoustic behavior in insects as well as speciation in

mites. Now an associate at the Museum of Comparative Zo-
ology at Harvard University, Naskrecki has identified more
than 150 species of insects and arachnids new to science, and

is considered a world expert on katydid systematics. Visit

www.insectphotography.com to see more of his images.
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ON A VISIT TO THE newly renovated and

expanded Griffith Observatory in Los Ange-

les I heard Jay M. Pasachoff, an astronomer

from Williams College in Massachusetts,

tell about his plans to travel to China to ob-

serve the total solar eclipse of July 22. Hav-

ing w/itnessed twenty-eight total eclipses

before that one, he had already seen more

than anyone else. But what really got my
attention was his remarl< that lately the Sun

has been unusually devoid of sunspots.

Those relatively cool blemishes on the

Sun's surface normally wax and wane in an

eleven-year cycle, but this is the deepest

"solar minimum" since 1913, according to

NASA (science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2009/

01apr_deepsolarminimum.htm). For my
guide to Web sites exploring the mysteries

of sunspots, please visit the magazine on-

line (www.naturalhistorymag.com).

ROBERT ANDERSON is a freelance science writer who

lives in Los Angeles.
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WORD EXCHANGE

Kudos
Marina Cord's article "Face-Offs of

the Female Kind" [9/08] was chosen

for the forthcoming book The Best

American Science Writing 2009, edited

by Natalie Angier and published by

Ecco/HarperCollins. And the Solar

Physics Division of the American

Astronomical Society selected "Sky-

log" columnist Joe Rao's feature

story "Shades of Glory" [10/08] for

a journalism award.

Vittorio Maestro

Editor in Chief

More than a Blink

In "The Day We Found the Uni-

verse" [6/09], Marcia Bartusiak says

that astronomers can calculate the

distance to Cepheids—special stars

that regularly dim and brighten

—

"by measuring the time between

blinks." But doesn't that also require

measuring their apparent luminosity?

Daniel Lipp

Fort CoUins, Colorado

''"^ATIO

The Editors reply: Indeed, our

wording glossed over what, in itself,

is a complex story. Marcia Bartusiak

addresses the subject in this month's

issue [see page 16].

SEE YOUR
TRAVEL AGENT OR

CALL 1-800-EXPEDITION FOR
YOUR FREE BROCHURE & DVD.

WWW. EXPEDITIONS . com

Brazilian porcupine

Hanging on a Tail

An illustration accompanying

"Splendid Isolation," by John

J. Flynn [6/09], shows a South

American porcupine and a platyr-

rhine primate, both curling their

prehensile tails over a branch. In

the monkey, the tail's friction pad is

underneath, and the tail is correctly

depicted extending from the animal

and over the branch, then curling

down. In porcupines, however, the

friction pad is on the top, and the

tail should pass under and then curl

up around the branch. Don't make a

monkey out of a porcupine!

Uldis Raze

Queens College, CUNY
Queens, New York

The Editors reply: "Who knew?"
Porcupine expert Uldis Roze, author

of "Smart Weapons" [3/06], did.

Erratum

The credit for the illustrations ac-

companying the time line of South

American mammals [6/09, page 29]

should have read Pedro Fernandes.

Natural History welcomes correspon-

dencefrom readers. Letters should he sent via

e-mail to nhmag@naturalhistorymag.com or

byfax to 646-356-6511. All letters should

include a daytime telephone number, and all

letters may be editedfor length and clarity.
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Discover an easy way to enjoy better wines.^|

And SAVE $120 now.
(under $6 a bottle)

With wine, a little insider advice is always very useful.

The Discovery Club from WSJwine offers you precisely that, starting

with this outstanding introductory case - at a special savings of $120!

• In reds: you have sumptuous Sonoma Cabernet, chocolaty-rich Barossa Shiraz, silky

Pinot Noir from a nine-time California Winery of the Year and fine 2005 Bordeaux -

the vintage everyone is chasing.

• Your whites: two great Chardonnays - one a Gold-medal French gem, the other a star

from the Monterey Hills. Then pure Italian Pinot Grigio and zesty Chenin Blanc that

makes a fantastic aperitif.

• Choose all reds or all whites - or enjoy them all in the mixed case.

Every three months, we will reserve a special 12-bottle case for you - priced at $139.99.

We tell you in advance about the wines. If you're happy with the selection, you need do

nothing - they'll be delivered direct to you along with useful tasting notes on each wine.

If you don't need wine at that time, simply let us know. You have no obligation at all - and

there are no membership fees. The Discovery Club is just a wonderfully convenient way to

keep your wine rack well-stocked. Every wine guaranteed to please, or your money back.

Why wouldn't you give it a try?

WSJwine
from

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

12 delicious wines

ONLY $69.99 - SAVE $120
(plus $19.99 shipping and tax combined)

Your FREE GIFT
$49.99 value

Order now

and you'll also

receive a

FREE deluxe

lever-action

corkscrew set.

Call now 1-877-975-9463
or visit wsjwine.com/88012

To order please quote code 88012

Lines open Mon-Fri 8am-Upm,

Sat & Sun 8am-8pm EST

WSJwine is operated independently of The Wail Street Journal's news department. Orders accepted from adults 21 ve? r_ . 3 c .vtiere prohibited by law. All orders v. ill be
processed and fulfilled by licensed entities in the industry and applicable taxes are paid. Delivery is available to AH. CA. CC. CT. rL. A. ID. IL. IN. LA. MA, Ml, MN. MO. NC. ND. NE. NH. NJ.

NM, NV, NY. OH. OR (not eligible for free gift). SC. TX. VA. WA, Wl, WV. WY and DC. Offer available to first-time Discoverv Club customers only and linnited to one case per household.



Technology Simplified

Finally. . .A Computer That's Designed

ForYOU, Not Your Grandchildren!
.It's easy to read. It's easy to see. It's even easier to understand.

^ Just plug it in and CO!!!

designed for

SENIORS
GO COMPUTER

GO

Big Bright Screen

GO

One-Touch Screen Magnification up to 200%

@
Large Over-Sized Keyboard

GO

"CO" Button Mal<es Sure You Never Get Lost

@
So simple to set-up and use. There's no need

for computer classes or instructional DVD's.

GO

Customer Service with

Seniors helping Seniors" sKM,-

I know what you're thinking. Another

computer ad. Another computer that you'll

have to ask your kids and grandkids how to

use. You'll hit the wrong button, erase the

screen and that will be it. Into the closet it

goes. Well, have we got good news for you.

This simple-to-use computer was developed

and tested by MyGait, the industry leader in

making computing easy for seniors. Until

now, it was only available in Senior Centers

and Retirement Living Communities.

Now, for the first time ever, it's

available to you.

Easy to use and worry-free.

This extraordinary computer

comes ready to use right out of

the box. All you do is plug it in.

Once you're onhne, the naviga-

tion is simple- just press GO!

You never get lost or "frozen."

A key part of the Designed

for Seniors' GO Computer

is that you never have to

worry about maintaining your _^i__^i_
computer ... we do it for you . . . remotely. So

it never slows down, never crashes, never

freezes, and you never have to worry about

spam or viruses. We eliminate and prevent

these problems around the clock— for less

than seventy five cents per day. Imagine

—

never having to call your neighbors or

relatives or a "repairman" to come "fix" your

computer. You never have to worry that your

emails, files, or photos wUl be "lost". And in

the unlikely event that your computer does

develop a problem we'll send you a

replacement absolutely firee. And since your

data is remotely stored, you'll immediately

have access to aU ofyour original emails, files,

and photos

... instantly.

No other

computer
can do that!

Since it's

been created

with seniors

in mind, the

display is

easy to read

and simple

to navigate.

To see how this amazing computer is

Improving the day-to-day life of

an 80 year old senior, go to

vvww.rosemaryscomputer.com

Day 1 - My goal Is to use Email. Pray

for me.

Day 6 -
I can send and receive Email

It's a miracle.

Day 24 - I'm using the Internet and

making greeting cards.

Day 27 - I've found Party Invitations!

Day 29 - I've become addicted to

News stories.

All you do is follow the green "GO" button

to any place your heart and mind desires.

No confusing icons, tool bars, cascading

windows, or computer jargon.

Not

'" stores* r

CaU now for a 30 day home trial. It's a

shame that the very people who could

benefit most fi-om Email and the Internet are

the ones that have the hardest time

accessing it. Now, thanks to the GO
Computer, countless older Americans are

discovering the wonderful world of the

Internet every day. Isn't it time you took

part? Call now, and a patient, knowledgeable ^

product expert will tell you how you can try i

it in your home for 30 days. CaU today.
;

designed/or SENIORS :

GO COMPUTER™ j

Call now for our special introductory price! <^

Please mention promotional code 38489.
[

1-877-703-0206
j

flrstSTREET IJ f o t Boomers and 8 e y o n d* ^

1998 Ruffin Mill Rd.

"Colonial Heights, VA 23834

www.theGOcomputer.com
15% restocl^ing fee may apply to returns - asl< your

GO Computer expert for details. High-speed internet

connection is required.

fr\ ...iend and receive emails

J Keep up with family and friends.
GO ... "surf" the internet

Get current weather & news.

'Qr\ -ploy games online

hundreds to choose from!

Tested for over 8 years in Retirement Living Communities and Senior Centers.
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CURIOSITY?
Did dinosaur meat taste like chicken? Is invisibility possible?

Do you find yourself searching tidal pools for life forms? Do you

experience heart palpitations when you spot a Pileated woodpecker?

You have chronic curiosity. Since 19OO, millions of people-

just like you—have found temporary relief by taking Natural History.

-Beulah Henderson

Fairfield, Maine

SUBSCRIBE NOW €> SAVE!
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newsstand price
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WARNING: side effects may include uncontrollable
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SAMPLINGSi^*

A jMlother's Burden
For female freshwater mussels, repro-

Xltictfoh is a stressful affair. Now zoolo-

^?gists have discovered an extra burden

~# on pregnant Texas
' • - hornshell mussels,

Popenaias popeii: an
i. . unexpected assail-

. ant that eats them
away from within.

-'
. A mussel mom's

'.'•

I

stresses start

I

when her fertil-

ized eggs enter

tubes within her

gills and develop

into glochidia,

or larvae. The

glochidia reduce

water flow, limit-

ing her oxygen

1 and food supplies.

Eventually, they

/ enter a parasitic

•'

! phase, and must

relocate to a fish

host. So the female

often casts her

glochidia, embedded
in a web of mucus,

into the water, hoping

that a fish will swim

Dragonfly through and pick

nymph, top, some up.

likely caused gill Throughout her

damage (arrows) pregnancy, the

to this Texas mussel is vulnerable
hornshell mus- to parasitic mites
sel. (Both appear ^^ crustaceans and
hfe-size.) predatory verte-

brates. But during

a mussel census in New Mexico, Todd

D. Levine, his graduate adviser at the

time, David J. Berg of Miami University in

Hamilton, Ohio, and a colleague spotted

an aggressor unlike any of the others. A
nymph of the dragonfly Comphus milita-

ris was devouring the gills and glochidia

of a gravid Texas hornshell. The team

went on to find many similarly damaged
gravid (but few non-gravid) mussels.

It's unknown how much the insect,

in its dual roleas parasite (of female

mussels) and}^redator (of glochidia),

affects the Tei^ifs hornshells' survival.

But consid^ermg/that only two popula-

tions of the n1us^,e,ls are known, the

researchers aVeti'^ying to find out.

{American Midland ^turalist)
—Graciela Floras

Shrew Loo
In the mountains of Borneo, the pitcher

plant Nepenthes lowii sports traps shaped

Hke broad toilet bowls with lids agape.

Now, in a tidy twist, new research shows

that the pitchers' form fits their function.

Tree shrews defecate in them, and the

plant assimilates the feces' nitrogen.

Living on impoverished soils, pitcher

plants normally obtain their nitrogen

from insects that slip and drown in their

water-filled traps. Indeed, that's how
juvenile N. lowii plants make a living,

keeping their pitchers low to the ground

to capture ants. But ants are too rare

in the Bornean mountains to sustain

big adult plants. So the adults dangle

reinforced, nonslippery pitchers from

their leafy vines instead. The lids exude

a sweet secretion highly attractive to

tree shrews, which have few other nectar

sources. While licking the stuff astride

the pitchers, the tree shrews often leave

a calling card.

Teaming up with four colleagues,

Charles M. Clarke of Monash University

in Malaysia and Jonathan A. Moran
of Royal Roads University in Victoria,

Canada, video-recorded the tree shrews

in flagrante delicto. Using isotopic anal-

ysis, the scientists confirmed that be-

Tree shrew pauses mid-meal to use

the facilities.

tween 57 and 100 percent of the plant's

nitrogen originated as tree-shrew poo.

The tree shrew-plant pair makes a

great example of mutualism, two part-

ners exchanging necessities. (In fact,

the plant only grows where tree shrews

live.) As every gardener knows, plants

thrive on manure, but this may be the

only one that trades for it. (Biology

Letters) —Stephan Reebs

Stone Age Multitasking

Researcher heats experimental

adhesive.

Modern parents, teenagers, and executives are all masters of multitasking, but

people who lived 70,000 years ago may have shared that talent. Stone blades found

In Sibudu Cave, near South Africa's Indian Ocean coast, bear traces of compound
adhesives that once joined them to wooden hafts to make spears or arrows. Our

distant ancestors discovered that mixtures of plant gum and red ocher or fat, heated

carefully over a fire, made the superglue of their day, say Lyn Wadley and two col-

leagues at the University of the WItwatersrand in Johannesburg. So how is that

evidence of multitasking?

By systematically replicating the ancient glues,

using only Stone Age techniques and Ingredients,

the researchers discovered that ocher improves the

bonding capacity of such natural adhesives as aca-

cia gum. They also learned that those Ingredients

are highly variable in chemical composition and thus

in key characteristics, such as viscosity, that affect

the strength of the bond. To make an effective glue,

says Wadley, ancient artisans would have had to

adjust their recipes in real time to compensate for

unpredictable Ingredients, staying mindful of their

goal while shifting their focus back and forth among
the various steps in the process.

Just when such modern cognitive abilities arose

has been hard to pin down, but Wadley argues that

glue making is the earliest evidence that sticks.

(PNAS) —Harvey Leifert



Landing Pad for

Pollinators
The petals of most flowers are

covered with cells in the unusual

shape of cones, the pointy ends

jutting up. But why? Researchers

in England have shown that those

cells let insects get a grip on

unsteady flowers while gathering

nectar and pollen.

Heather M. Whitney, at the time

a researcher in Beverley J. Glover's

lab at the University of Cambridge,

and two colleagues took advantage

of a mutant line of snapdragons

that have flowers paved with flat,

rather than conical, cells. The team

first found that bees could learn

to distinguish mutant flowers from

normal ones by texture alone.

Then they enticed the bees with a

sugary reward to visit epoxy casts

of smooth and

rough flower sur-

faces. When the

casts' surfaces

were horizontal,

the bees visited

the two equally,

but when they

were nearly

"W ^ I

^\ vertical, the bees

VTp^^ / much preferred

'* "^ "~

J the rough one.

;; High-speed video

; showed bees

S flailing for a grip,

S wings beating,

as they slipped

down the smooth

surface, but

alighting easily on

the rough one.

The scientists

point out that

even some flow-

ers pollinated

by hovering ani-

mals—moths, hummingbirds, and

the like—have conical surface

cells. Indeed, in addition to provid-

ing traction, the cells contribute

to the richness of a petal's color:

the mutant snapdragons were first

noticed because of the washed-out

pink of their flowers, a result of

their unusually flat petals' reflecting

more light than normal. {Current

Biology) —S.R.

Conical cells

of normal

snapdragon

petals, top,

and flat cells

of mutants,

bottom, shown
magnified in

false color.

Avian Moltitasking
To ;i\()icl gultiiij; j^rcjundud, bird.s iiui.sl jjcriodically moll, .shcddijig and

rc'srowing worn-out feathers. Once or twice a year .small birds quickly

ifpiace all their wing tiuills— the long leathers used in flight. Larger

birds, however, tan take as long as three years to complete a molt. To

lind out why, Sievert Rohwer of the University of Washington in .Seattle

and three colleagues analyzed the relationship of body mass to the length

and the growth rate of wing quills in forty-three bird species.

Large birds' wing quills are longer, in much the same proportion to

body size as those of smaller birds. Vet the team foinid that they take

disproportionately long to grow. Therefore, a hy|)othelieal very large

bird would take so long to molt that its wing quills would wear out

before they could fully grow in. Thus molting may put

an unforeseen limit on bird size, the researchers say.

Apparently to compensate for their slow-grow-

ing wing quills, some big birds—especially those that

must tl\' to lind food or escape predators—shed and re-

place a few at a time, in a pattern that avoids large gaps.

Those that can do without flying for a stretch, such as

swans and geese, tend to molt their wing quills all at once.

The authors think that Argentavis magnificens, a long-

extinct raptor that weighed a massive 150 pounds, and whose

longest wing quills measured five feet, might have had to un-

dergo an extreme \'ersion of the latter strategy. They speculate

that every few years, it spent about two months sheltering in

Argentine cliffs, consuming its fat reserves while molting.

(PLoS Biology) -G.F.

Wings of several bird species

show different molting

patterns.

Mass Movements
Imagine flipping a Fris-

bee in Quebec, Canada,

and seeing it land in

Zimbabwe. That's a dis-

tance of 8,000 miles now,

but 2.6 billion years ago,

with good wrist action,

it would have been no

feat at all (if only there

had been Frisbees and,

of course, people). Pres-

ent-day Quebec and

Zimbabwe were adjacent

way back then, say geolo-

gists who are using new
techniques to map Earth's

early continents.

Some 300 million

years ago. the supercon-

tinent Pangea included

much of the landniass

of today's continents,

all crammed together.

Prior to that, continental

masses joined and sepa-

rated several times, but

scientists haven't been

able to reconstruct those

earlier arrangements

with much precision.

Richard E. Ernst of

the University of Ottawa,

Michael A. Hamilton

of the University of To-

ronto, and several col-

leagues intend to remedy

that. They've developed :

new ways to collect and ;

to precisely date rare mi- I

croscopic minerals found

;

in ancient basalt veins, i

If the minerals and dates

from several veins on one

ancient landmass match

those on another, there's

a good chance the land-

masses were contiguous

when the basalt formed.

Within five years and

for just $1 million, the

team hopes to provide

a series of snapshots

showing the continents'

positions over the past

2.6 billion years, (.-liner!'-

can Geophysical Union

Joint .Assembly. May
2009) —H.L.

Ancient basalt vein. Greenland
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Wrong as Rain
Raindrops just broke their instruments, have been

ovyn speed record: tliey can wrong. After measuring the

if,. .

drop faster than anyone speed and size of 65,000

thought possible. raindrops, they concluded

i^ifs i^^^^^^^^H Larger drops are speed- that half of all drops break

ier than smaller ones be- their supposed speed limit.

WKKk cause they are heavier and The explanation: when
Trmj f.

1 .;._ so can more easily over- a large drop falling at full

i ill i';l
come air resistance. But speed breaks up—either

lllil'r

there's a limit to how fast because it becomes unsta-

a drop can go, a "terminal ble or collides with another

III IT
velocity" achieved when the drop—the resulting drop-

ImiilM downward force of grav- lets continue at the same\mm ity equals the upward drag speed, too fast for their

mmEmm of the air. Thus, whenever diminutive size. After a few

' i' ^ smaller drops are detected milliseconds, air resistance

1

apparently beating larger slows each drop to its own
ones in the race to the expected terminal velocity.

ground, atmospheric scien- The transgression, how-

U J.: tists interpret the observa- ever short-lived, is notewor-

Ii 1/ i 1 ''

i

tions as errors by recording thy. By interpreting small.

1 Hi instruments. fast drops as larger ones.

il I'M But Guillermo Montero- meteorologists relying on

ifiiniH Martinez and Fernando specialized rain gauges

j|/iiiifi i|i' Garcia-Garcia of the Na- or Doppler radar over the

1 111 1
tional Autonomous Univer- years might have been

L
I'll 1 ]i sity of IVIexico in IVIexico overestimating the amount

Am? City and colleagues au- of rainfall by as much as 20

s,
'';' daciously propose that percent. {Geophysical Re-

h h the scientists, and not the search Letters) —G.F.
iHlIHI^HmHl

Trilobite Togetherness
Seeking safety in numbers is an age-old maneuver—at least 465

million years old, it turns out. Ordovician-period fossils discov-

ered in Portugal show groups of trilobites hiding out or molting

together—rare clues to the ancient marine arthropods' social

and survival behaviors.

The fossils come from a roofing-slate quarry near the town of

Oporto. Small trilobites often appear together in single files that

zigzag or wave their way across the rock. It's as if predator-wary

trilobites sought shelter in long, narrow tunnels, say Juan C.

Gutierrez-Marco of the Institute of Economic Geology in Madrid

and his colleagues, who analyzed the fossils.

Other clusters are made up of hundreds of exuviae, the exo-

Trilobites were fossilized while congregating in line.

THE WARMING EARTH

Rising Stars
Climate change will deal clams, mussels, and other

marine bivalves a double whammy. Biologists already

expect them to have trouble making their shells because
elevated carbon dioxide (COj) levels will acidify sea-

water. Now it seems they'll also have to contend with

brawnier predatory starfish.

Bivalves are the preferred prey of the purple ocher

sea star {Pisaster ochraceus), a familiar denizen of the

intertidal zone along the Canadian and American west

coast. Curious to see if the predator would suffer as much
from global warming as its prey, Rebecca A. Gooding, her

graduate advisor Christopher D.G. Harley of the University

of British Columbia in Vancouver, and a colleague took

purple ochers to the lab and measured their growth under

elevated temperature and COg levels that are likely to

occur by the end of the century. Surprisingly, the animals

actually grew faster than they did under normal conditions.

In sea stars, calcium forms small nodules embedded
in soft tissue—not a full shell, as bivalves secrete.

Gooding found that the nodules did shrink in water

that was acidified (still basic, but lowered in pH).

However, the surrounding soft tissues actually grew
more, though the physiology of the response remains

unclear. Evidently not all animals will suffer equally as

the planet warms. There will be losers and there will be

winners—just don't bet on the bivalves. {PNAS) —S.R.

Ih

skeletons discarded by molting trilobites. The exuviae point

every which way, a clue that a trilobite assembly, and not a

water current, deposited them. Mass molting—followed by

mass mating—is something trilobites' relatives the horse-

shoe crabs still do today. The new find joins other fossil

groupings that indicate trilobites probably followed the same
molt-mate pattern—mass actions being a good way for any

one tender-shelled animal to protect itself and its spawn
from being eaten.

Gutierrez-Marco's team also reports the presence of giant

specimens in the Portuguese trove, including an incomplete

one that they estimate was three feet long in life. If so, it

would be the largest trilobite ever found. Bigness may have

been an adaptation to cold water: back then, Portugal lay

near the South Pole. {Geology) —S.R
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CELEBRATING ASTRONOMY

Finding a Cosmic Yardsticl<

Henrietta Swan Leavitt's painstaking
observations inspired a new way to

determine ttie distances to far-off

celestial objects.

By Marcia Bartusiak

First-time travelers to the Southern

Hemisphere might m.istake the

deep-space nebular clouds vis-

ible there for high cirrus forma-

tions, somehow made luminous

in the dark of night. Yet the Large

and Small Magellanic Clouds are

each a chaotic collection of stars,

richly diffused with glowing gas.

Such novel and fascinating sights

were a compelling reason for early

European and American astrono-

mers to set up observatories in the

Southern Hemisphere.

In the early 1890s, the Harvard

College Observatory established a

southern station in the highlands

of Peru. For more than a decade,

Harvard had been cataloging every

star in the northern sky and accu-

rately gauging its color and bright-

ness. With a sizable endowment for

a program in spectroscopy, observa-

tory director Edward C. Pickering

resolved to further classify the

brightest stars by their chemical

spectra. The Peruvian observatory

allowed Harvard to extend all those

endeavors to the southern sky.

Pickering was helping astronomy

move beyond just tracking the mo-
tions of stars across the sky to figur-

ing out their basic properties.

With a huge number of glass

photographic plates of the north-

ern and southern skies stacking up,

Pickering shrewdly recognized the

value of smart young women yearn-

ing to contribute in an era that

generally denied them
full access to scientific

institutions. These

woman "computers,"

as they were called,

some with college de-

grees in science, could

be hired for less than

half the pay of a man. Stationed at

the observatory's headquarters in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, they

peered at plates all day through

magnifying glasses, swiftly and

accurately numbering each star,

determining its exact position, and

assigning it either a spectral class or

a photographic magnitude.

One of Pickering's most bril-

liant hires was Henrietta Swan
Leavitt, who began work as a

volunteer soon after graduating,

in 1892, from what later became
Radcliffe College. She proved her-

self an expert in stellar photometry,

gauging the magnitude of a star

by assessing the size of the spot it

imprinted upon a photographic

plate. As she worked, she was also

instructed to keep an eye out for

variable stars, those that regularly

increase and decrease in brightness.

Leavitt left Harvard in 1896, first

traveling through Europe for two

years and then moving to Wisconsin

to be with her father. In 1902, she

returned to Harvard as a paid em-
ployee. Two years later, variable stars

came back into her life in full force.

Looking through a magnitying

eyepiece at two plates of the Small

Magellanic Cloud, taken at different

times, she noticed that several stars

had changed in brightness, as if they

were undergoing a slow-motion

twinkle. Over the following year,

she looked at additional images of

the cloud and found dozens more

variable stars. Soon she included old

plates, going back to 1893, in her

tally, and then the Large Magellanic

Cloud. By 1907 she had found a

record-setting total of 1,777 new
variable stars within the prominent,

mistlike clouds.

Leavitt dutifully reported her

findings in the 1908 Annals of the

Astronomical Observatory of Harvard

College, paying particular attention

to a special group of sixteen vari-

able stars in the Small Magellanic

Cloud. They were later identified

as Cepheid variables, stars thou-

sands of times more luminous than

our Sun. One sentence in Leavitt's

report would become her most

venerated statement. "It is worthy

of notice," she wrote, "that . . . the

brighter variables have the longer

periods." Because all her Cepheids

'.TUH.AL HISTORY September 2009
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were situated in the Small

Magellanic Cloud, Leavitt could

assume they were all roughly the

same distance from Earth. Their

periods, therefore, were directly

associated not only with their ap-

parent brightness as seen from

Earth, but with the actual emission

of light. Leavitt's discovery would
lead to a new cosmic yardstick, one

that would allow astronomers to

determine the distances to far-off

celestial objects, which had never

been measurable before.

I

eavitt was on track to discover the

I celestial equivalents of lighthouses

on Earth. A sailor at sea who knows
the intensity of light emitted by a

lighthouse can estimate how far

away it is by how bright the beacon

appears. Similarly, if an astronomer

could know the absolute bright-

ness of a Cepheid—how luminous

it would appear up close—he could

estimate how far away it must be

to appear as the faint point of light

seen from Earth. But, just as some

lighthouses shine with brighter

lights than others, so do Cepheids.

Only their relative intensities can

be measured from afar. The prom-
ise of Leavitt's discovery was this:

if the absolute brightness ofjust

one Cepheid could be known, the

absolute brightness of the others

could be figured out based on the

differences in their periods. In this

way, each Cepheid could become
an invaluable "standard candle" (as

astronomers call it) for gauging dis-

tances deep into space.

In 1908, however, Leavitt was

wary that her initial sample of six-

teen Cepheids was too small to se-

cure a firm and predictable "period-

luminosity" law. She needed more,

but chronic illnesses, one of which
had earlier left her deaf, and the

death of her father delayed her a

few years. Moreover, Cepheids,

though very bright, are also very

rare. Not until 1912 was Leavitt able

to add nine more Small Magellanic

Cepheids to her list. With twenty-

five in hand, all at roughly the same

distance from Earth, she could at

last establish a distinct mathematical

relationship between the rate of a

Cepheid's blinking and its perceived

brightness. In a logarithmic-scale

graph of her data, the visible bright-

ness of her Cepheids rises in a sure,

straight diagonal line as the stars'

periods get longer and longer.

Cepheids stood ready to be the

perfect standard candles, but first

Leavitt needed to know the true

brightness of at least one. From that

one, her graph could be calibrated

such that an astronomer could pick

out a far-off Cepheid anywhere in

the sky, measure its period, and in-

fer its actual luminosity. Knowing
that, the star's distance could be

calculated from its much fainter ap-

parent brightness.

First, however, Leavitt required

the reverse: knowing the distance to

one bona fide Cepheid was the only

way to calculate its true brightness!

But Leavitt's going to a telescope

to pursue an answer was out of the

question, not only because women
were denied access to the best tele-

scopes at the time, but because of

her frail condition. She had been

advised by her doctor to avoid the

chilly night air habitually braved by

observers. If she had the know-how,
she could have carried out a calcula-

tion from her desk, using stellar data

from previously published work, but

Pickering held the strong conviction

that his observatory's prime function

was to collect and classify data, rath-

er than apply it to solve problems. At

his behest, Leavitt instead dedicated

herself for several years to a project

on stellar magnitudes. Ultimately,

her work served as the basis for an

internationally accepted system that

is still in use, though now revised.

In the meantime, recognizing

the value in Leavitt's truncated re-

search, the Danish astronomer Ejnar

Hertzsprung picked up where she
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left ciff. In l'^13. ho devised ,i statisti-

cal model iisint; known C'epheids ni

the Milky Way to calibrate Leavitt's

period-luminosity i^raph. Irom that.

he calculated the hist mtergalactic

distance, to the Small Magellanic

Cloud, thereby kilhlling the mo-
mentous promise ot her work.

Yet Lea\itt's desire to pursue fur-

ther research on the variables never

left her. Soon after I'ickering's death

in \^)\'-). she at last divulged her

interest to the observatory's soon-

to-be director, Harlow Shapley. But

just as she was on the verge of com-
pleting her prolonged stellar-mag-

nitude project—when she might

have at last returned to her work on

variables—Henrietta Leavitt passed

away, at the age of fifty-three. She

had endured a grueling struggle

with stomach cancer. By the time of

her death, on December 12, 1921,

she had discovered some 2,400 van-

able stars, about half the number

then known to exist.

Unaware of Leavitt's passing,

tour years after her death a mem-
ber of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences contacted the Harvard

Observatory to inquire about her

discovery, intenciing to use the

information to nominate her for a

Nobel Prize in Physics. By the rules

of the award, however, the names

of deceased indi\iduals could not

be submitted.

Marcia Bartlsiak is ii Silence irrilcr

with ii master's degree in physics who has

been cohering astronomy and physicsfor

three decades. She is the author offii'e boohs

on astronoiiiy. inchidiiig Archix'es ot the

Universe (Paiillieon Books, 2004) and

Einstein's Unfinished Symphony (Josepli

Henry Press, 2000).

Dein^tneIn recognition ot .^ruTTfTeing ffie

International Year of Astronomy, this

article is the second of several on the

events and scientists that have advanced

our understanding of the cosmos dur-

ing the last hundred years. This article

was adapted from The Day We Found the

Universe, by Marcia Bartusiak, -O 2009.

Reprinted with permission from

Pantheon Books. All rights reserved.
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NATUBALiST AT LARGE

From
I-

Gravedigger
:o Assassin

Howthe.habitsdf one

specie^ of burying beetle

have clwiged

By Stephen T. Trumbo

Female burying beetle (Nicrophorus pustulatusj attends to five offspring inside a parasitized snake egg.

Your everyday burying beetle is an

upstanding ecological citizen, a

consummate recycler. It will clear

the fields and woods of small dead

rodents and songbirds, turning their

nutrients into new life. Usually the

clearing process involves digging

beneath a small carcass so that it

sinks below the soil surface—hence

the common name of "burying"

beetles for all members of the ge-

nus Nicrophorus. Interring the tiny

corpse—baby food for larvae soon

to come—helps to get the prize out

of sight and out of smell of scaven-

gers, carrion flies, and competing

burying beetles.

Sounds benign, right? I thought

so for the first eighteen years I stud-

ied the habits of these creatures.

Then I realized that there was at

least one species that had more sin-

ister aims: to inhabit, consume, and

eventually kill a vertebrate host.

n 2000, herpetologists Gabriel

Blouin-Demers and Patrick J.

Weatherhead of Carleton University

in Ottawa were monitoring nests

of black rat snakes {Elaphe obsoleta).

They discovered larvae ofburying

beetles inside hollow snake eggs,

whose contents appeared to have

been devoured. Burying beetle adults

were nearby, raising suspicions. Had

the beetles and larvae chanced upon

broken snake eggs and, being meat

eaters, scavenged the contents? Or
had the parent beetles sought out

viable snake eggs, deposited their

spawn nearby, and then opened the

eggs so their young could crawl in-

side and gorge? Blouin-Demers and

Weatherhead suspected the latter. A
number of black rat snake and fox

snake nests turned up the same spe-

cies ofburying beetle, Nicrophorus

pustulatus, hinting that the relation-

ship was not merely casual.

What Blouin-Demers and

Weatherhead were suggesting was

very un-burying-beetle-like be-

havior. Had a species of the beetles

begun to seek out living flesh?

When I came across the report of

those observations, I was intrigued

by a possible case study in evolu-

tionary transition—and one with

obvious implications for the con-

servation of reptiles.

Burying beetles work in mated
pairs from late spring to early fall.

Typically, a male and female will

move a small carcass underground

and then diligently remove any hair

or feathers, round the resource into

a ball, and preserve it with antibiotic

secretions from their hindgut. The
female lays between twenty and

forty eggs in the surrounding soil.

After only a few days the eggs hatch,

and the emerging larvae crawl to

their parents' nest, where they are

cared for and nourished with regur-

gitated food. That pattern has been

observed in the field for every one

of the burying beetle species studied

except N. pustulatus. Thousands of

N. pustulatus individuals have been

trapped at black lights or feeding

on blowfly-ridden carcasses (the

main fare for adults) throughout

their range, over the eastern half of

North America from Nova Scotia to

Florida. Yet no one had caught the

enigmatic species preparing a small

carcass for their offspring in the

field. Snake eggs now seemed the

place to look.

wanted to test the idea that N. pustu-

latus had made an evolutionary shift

from breeding on carrion to breeding

on snake eggs. For starters, herpetol-

ogist Neil B. Ford at the University

of Texas at Tyler supplied my animal-

behavior laboratory with eggs from

brown house snakes. A graduate

student. Garrison Smith (who was

working in my lab at the University

of Connecticut while getting his de-

gree from the University of Arizona),

began by presenting burying beetles

with from one to five snake eggs. He
offered the eggs to male-female pairs

T
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of N. piisiulinH.<:. as well as to pairs

from two related species, N. orbuvllis

and N. defodiens. Those other bury-

ing beetles ignored any and all intact

snake eggs, oblivions to potential re-

sources inside.

However, pairs of \'. piistiiLuiis

clearly became excited in the pres-

ence of snake eggs. The beetles

intently crawled o\'er the eggs, anci

would even open a small hole in the

shell to sample the contents. Within

twelve hours tiie female would lay

her own eggs nearby, forgoing the

elaborate burying and preparation

behaviors that were adaptations tor

working with a carcass. When the

larvae hatched, they instinctively

crawled inside a snake egg (opened

for them ahead of time by the

adults) and began to feed. The adults

attentively stayed near, producing

a soft chirping sound that may be a

signal to the young.

Smith also found that parents ad-

just the size of their brood to match

the number of snake eggs by killmg

some of their offspring. Other bury-

ing beetles will make the same kind

of adjustment when resources are

hmited, ensuring that surviving off-

spring will have enough to eat.

The adaptation to feed on snake

eggs makes N. pustuhitus a type ot

parasite known as a "parasitoid."

Parasitoids are relatively large with

respect to their host: they are only

parasitic as larvae, live only within

a single host, and e\entually kill

the host. So marked a change, trom

breeding on small vertebrate car-

casses to parasitizing viable snake .

eggs, seems almost too great an

evolutionary leap. But N. pustitla-

(Hi is clearly descended from more

conventional bin-ying beetles. Its

body form and DNA point to its an-

cestry within burying beetle stock.

as shown by entomologist Derek

S. Sikes, now at the University of

Alaska Museum of the North.

The behavior of A', piisttilatiis also

provides evidence of its ancestry. If

you present it with a mouse carcass

in the laboratory, it will demon-
strate burying, rounding, and hair-

removing habits—though the hair

is not always completely removed,

and the carcass is not formed into

as tight a ball as it is by other bury-

ing beetle species, in which natural

selection continues to mold those

skills. In fact, N. ptismlattis has

retained many similarities to its

fellow buriers. In addition to regu-

lating the size of its brood and re-

gurgitating food to its young, it de-

fends them against insect predators,

and the male adopts a handstand

posture when emitting a sex phero-

mone to attract the female— all

characteristic of the genus.

One novel adaptation of N. pustu-

laliis may be that when it flies

in search ot a resource on which

to breed, it no longer responds to

the odor of decaying flesh. Instead,

It uses a different set of cues, still

unknown, to locate snake nests.

Understandmg those cues is es-

sential to knowmg what egg-laymg

animals are susceptible to parasitism

by N. piistulatus.

Adult burying beetle,

N. orbicollis, regurgi-

tates to larvae atop a

mouse carcass.

Dead mice—
before and after

being prepared

by N. orbicollis.

That work is

typical of burying

beetles, though N.

pustulatus will not

round a carcass as

neatly.

The black rat snake that we know
is being victimized is listed as a

threatened species in several U.S.

states and Canadian provinces. In six

of the first seven snake nests Blouin-

Demers and Weatherhead checked,

they found evidence of maraud-

ing—with up to 100 percent of eggs

affected. And, as black rat snakes can

nest communally, a large number ot

eggs can be vulnerable at one loca-

tion. Up to the challenge, N. pustula-

tus produces as many as 200 young at

a time, five times the fecundity of a

typical burying beetle.

Other egg-laying reptiles on

the federal list of endangered and

threatened species may be at risk.

In the laboratory N. pustulatus will

parasitize eggs of turtles, but this

has not been looked tor yet in the

field. Because its parasitic habits

were but recently discovered, and

reptile nests are not easily inspected,

there could be many more species

affected. (Randolf F. Lauff of St.

Francis Xavier University in Nova
Scotia has even found evidence that

these beetles are making their way
into tree canopies, perhaps in search

of abandoned bird eggs.) Although

loss of habitat is the primary threat

pushing several North American

reptiles toward the brink ot extinc-

tion, an oddball burying beetle

could well roll them over the edge.

Stephes T. Trl'mbo, an animal be-

luwiorist at the Unii'crsity of Coiuiecticiit

ill Watcrbiiry, received a PhD from the

Utiirersity ofNorth Carolina at Chapel

Hill. He has studied burying beetles in

\orlh Carolina, at the University oj

Michigan Biological Station in Pellston, as

well as near his current home in Connecticut.
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The contagiousness

of laughter, yawns,

and moods offers

insight into the

origins of empathy.

BY FRANS DE WAAL

Two young chimpanzees, orphans residing

in the Republic of Congo's Tchimpounga

Sanctuary, maintain a close bond through

hugging and grooming. Physical expres-

sion, including unconscious imitation, is a

fundamental glue that holds groups and

societies together.
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One morninu;, the principnTs voice sounded over the intercom of

my high school with the shocking announcement that a popuhir

teacher ot^ French had just died in front of liis chiss. Everyone fell

silent. While the headmaster went on to explain that the teacher

had suffered a heart attack, I couldn't keep myself from ,i laughing

fit. To this day, I feel embarrassed.

What is it about laughter that makes it

unstoppable even if triggered by inap-

propriate circumstances? Extreme bouts

of laughter are awkward: they involve

loss ofcontrol, shedding of tears, gasping

for air, leaning on others, and even wet-

ting of pants while rolling on the floor!

What weird trick has been played on our

linguistic species, that we express ourselves with stu-

pid "ha ha ha!" sounds? Why don't we leave it at a cool

"That was funny!"?

Philosophers who regard a sense ofhumor as one of hu-

manity's finest achievements may fmd it puzzling that it is

expressed with the sort of crude abandon associated with

mere animals. But laughter is an inborn, universal human
trait, one that we share with our closest relatives, the apes

[see "The Lau};hiu'^ Species," December 2000-J(iiniary 2001].

A Dutch primatologist, Jan van Hooff of Utrecht Uni-

versity, set out to learn under what circumstances

great apes utter their hoarse, panting laughs, and

concluded that ape laughter has to do with a play- Two young bonobos exhibit the ape equivalent of the liuman

ously ineffective attests to its social significance. And when
young apes put on their "play face" (as the laugh expression

is known), their friends join in with the same expression as

rapidly and easily as humans do with laughter.

Shared laughter is just one example of our primate sen-

sitivity to others. We aren't Robinson Crusoes, sitting on

separate islands; we're all interconnected, both bodily and

emotionally. This may be an odd thing to say in the West,

with its tradition of individualism and liberty, but mem-
bers of the species Homo sapiens are easily swayed in one

emotional direction or another by their fellows.

That is where empathy and sympathy start—with the

synchronization of bodies—not in the higher regions of

imagination, or in the ability to consciously reconstruct

how we would feel if we were in someone else's "shoes."

And yet empathy is often presented as a voluntary process,

requiring role taking, higher cognition, and even language.

Accordingly, most scholarly literature on empathy is com-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ful attitude. It's often a reaction to surprise or in-

congruity—as when a tiny infant chimp chases the

group's top male, who runs away "scared," laugh-

ing all the while. This connection with surprise

is still visible in children's games such as peek-a-

boo, or jokes marked by unexpected turns, which

we save until the very end and appropriately call

"punch lines."

What intrigues me most about laughter, how-

ever, is how it spreads. It's almost impossible not to

laugh when everybody else is. There have been

laughing epidemics that lasted months, in which

no one could stop for long. There are laughing

churches and laugh therapies based on the healing

power of laughter. All because we love to laugh

and can't resist joining those laughing around us.

The infectiousness of laughter even works across

species. Below my office window at the Yerkes Pri-

mate Center in Atlanta, Georgia, I often hear my
chimps laugh during rough-and-tumble games, and

cannot suppress a chuckle myself It's such a happy

sound. Tickling and wrestling are the typical laugh

triggers for apes, and probably the original ones for

humans. The fact that ticklina; oneself is notori-

iaugh, a "play face," which is accompanied by laugh-like panting

sounds. Just as in humans, if one ape laughs others usually do as

well, especially during wrestling and tickling games.
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Siamang gibbon mates sing a wild and raucous song composed of high-

pitched barks and piercing shrieks. The longer a pair has been together,

the more synchronized and harmonious their song, qualities that advertise

the couple's solidarity to any gibbons encroaching on their territory.
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pletely human centered, never mentioning other animals.

As if a capacity so visceral and pervasive could be anything

other than biological! To counter such widespread views, I

decided to investigate how chimpanzees relate to and learn

from one another.

Empathic synchronization of bodies assunnes
many forms: moving when others move, laughing when
others laugh, crying when others cry, yawning when
others yawn. Most of us -have reached the advanced stage

at which we yawn even at the mere mention of yawn-
ing—as you may be doing right now!—but that is only

after lots of face-to-face experience.

Virtually all vertebrates, including fish, show the pe-

culiar "paroxystic respiratory cycle characterized by a

standard cascade of movements over a five- to ten-second

period" that defines the yawn. Chimpanzees yawn when
they see others of their species yawn—as do some mon-
keys, as well as dogs. Yawn contagion, like laughter, also

works across species. I once attended a lecture on invol-

untary pandiculation (the medical term for stretching and

yawning) with slides of horses, lions, and monkeys—and

soon the entire audience was pandiculating. Since it so

easily triggers a chain reaction, the yawn reflex opens a

window onto mood transmission, an essential part ofem-
pathy. Notably, children with autism spectrum disorders

are immune to the yawns of others, thus highlighting the

social disconnect that defines their condition.

Synchrony may be expressed in the copying of small

body movements, such as a yawn, but it also occurs on

a larger scale, such as group travel. It is not

hard to see its survival value. You're in a flock

of birds and one bird suddenly takes off You
have no time to figure out what's going on:

you take off at the same instant. Otherwise,

you may be lunch. Or your group becomes

sleepy and settles down, so you too become
sleepy and rest.

Mood contagion serves to coordinate activ-

ities, which is crucial for any traveling species

(which most primates are). Ifmy companions

are feeding, I had better do the same, because

once they move off, my chance to forage will

be gone. The individual that doesn't stay in

tune with what all the others are doing will

lose out, like the traveler who doesn't go to

the restroom when the bus has stopped.

The power of synchrony can be exploit-

ed for good purposes. On one occasion in

the Netherlands, a herd of some 120 horses

got trapped on a patch of dry pasture in the

middle of a flooded area. With twenty hors-

es already drowned, people were attempting

to save the others. One of the more radical

proposals was for the army to erect a pontoon bridge,

but the local riding club came up with a far simpler solu-

tion. Four brave women on horseback mixed in with the

stranded herd, then splashed through a shallow area and,

like pied pipers, drew the rest with them in single file.

The horses had to swim a few stretches, but all made it

safely to terrafirma.

Movement coordination both reflects and strengthens

bonds. Two horses hitched to a cart, for example, may
at first jostle each other and pull at cross-purposes, each

following its own rhythm. But after years of working

together, the two end up acting like one, fearlessly pull-

ing the cart at breakneck speed through water obstacles

during cross-country marathons. They become so at-

tached to each other that they object to even the brief-

est separation.

Synchrony, in turn, builds upon the ability to map one's

own body onto that of another, and make the other's

movements one's own, which is exactly why someone

else's laugh or yawn makes us laugh or yawn. Body map-
ping starts early in life. A human newborn will stick out

its tongue in response to an adult doing so, and the same

neonatal imitation applies to monkeys and apes. How
does the baby know that its own tongue, which it can't

even see, is equivalent to the pink, muscular organ that it

sees slipping out from between an adult's lips? In fact, the

word "know" is misleading, because it all happens un-

consciously. Scientists may bring up neural resonance or

mirror neurons [see "Mental Mirrors," May 2008\, but that

hardly makes it less miraculous.
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The automatic nature of

cinpatli)' IS ic'\calcd tliroiii;h mu-
tation—an anthropoid forte, as re-

flected in tiie verb "to ape." Ciive a

zoo ape a broom, and he'll move it

across the floor the way the caretak-

er does every day. Ciive her a rag and

she'll soak it and wring it out before

applying it to a window. Hand hnn

a key, and you're in trouble!

Previous studies ot ape mimicry

tested whether apes nnuated human
experimenters in white coats. The
results cast doubt on apes' procli\-

ity for imitation. But my chimps at

the Yerkes research center obviously

haven't read the scientific literature:

imitating is an integral part of their

daily life, and they do so spontane-

ously, otten without any reward in

mind. I set up an ambitious research

project together with a British col-

league, Andrew Whiten of the Uni-

versity of St. Andrews, to find out

just how well chimps learn food-

obtaining tasks from one another.

From an evolutionary viewpoint, it

doesn't really matter what they learn

from us humans—all that matters is

how they deal with their own kind.

To have one chimp act as a model

for another, however, is easier said

than done. I can instruct a coworker

to demonstrate a particular action

ten times in a row, but try telling

that to an ape! So first we construct-

ed a puzzle box that can be opened,

for example, by using a stick to lift

a lever, causing a treat to roll out.

We then teach the technique to one

member ofthe group, usually a high-

ranking female, and let her demon-

strate it for others. Allowed to watch

and imitate their groupmate's new
skill, chimps entirely live up to their

reputation as apes. They're literally

in one another's faces, leaning on

one another, sometimes holding the

model's hand while she's perform-

ing, or smelling her mouth when
she's chewing the goodies she has

won. Such close personal contact

—

which would be far too dangerous

for a human experimenter—makes

The contagiousness of yawns and

laughter synchronizes activities and

solidifies bonds.
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In adulthood,
women report

stronger empathic
reactions than
men, which
is one reason
why a "tending

instinct" has been
attributed to

women.
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all the difference. Our chimps often

replicate the observed actions even

before they've gained any rewards

themselves. That brings me back to

the role of the body.

How does one chimp imitate

another? Is it because he identifies

with the model chimp, and absorbs

her body movements? Or could it

be that he focuses on the puzzle

box? Maybe all he needs to know is

how the thing works. He may no-

tice that a door slides to the side, or

that something needs to be lifted up.

The first kind of imitation involves

reenactment of observed manipu-

lations; the second merely requires

technical know-how.

Thanks to ingenious studies by

Whiten and others, in which chimps

were presented with a so-called

ghost box, we know which of those

two explanations is correct. A ghost

box derives its name from the fact

that it magically opens and closes by

itself If technical know-how were

all that mattered, such a box should

suffice as a teaching tool. But in fact,

letting chimps watch a ghost box un-

til they're bored to death—with its

\'arious parts moving and producing

rewards hundreds ot times—did not

teach them anything.

In order to learn from obser\'a-

tion, apes need to see actual t'ellow

apes perform an action. Imitation

requires identification with a body

of flesh and blood. We're begin-

ning to realize how much cogni-

tion in humans and other animals

runs via the body. Indeed, bodies

figure m everything we perceive

or think. The same hill is assessed

as steeper, just from looking at it,

by a tired person than by a well-

rested one. An outdoor target is

judged farther away by a person

burdened with a heavy backpack

than by one without it.

The field of "embodied" cogni-

tion is still very much in its infancy,

but it has profound implications for

how we look at human relations.

We involuntarily enter the bodies
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Three stills from a computer animation of an apelike head yawning: chimpanzees that view the

animation often yawn too. Such contagious yawning is based on motor mimicry and empathy. In

contrast, chimpanzees do not yawn in response to still images or to animations that depict simple

mouth movements (such as opening and closing).
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of those around us so that their movements and emotions

echo within us as if they're our own. This is what allows

us, or other primates, to re-create what we have seen oth-

ers do. Body mapping is mostly hidden and unconscious,

but sometimes it "slips out," as when parents make chew-

ing mouth movements while spoon-feeding their baby.

The same can be seen in other animals. Katharine

(Katy) Payne, a biologist at Cornell University, once saw

an elephant mother do a subtle trunk-and-foot dance as

the elephant's son chased a fleeing wildebeest. "I have

danced like that myself," writes Payne, "while watching

my children's performances—and one of my children, I

can't resist telling you, is a circus acrobat."

Not only do we mimic those with whom we identify,

but mimicry in turn strengthens the bond. Human moth-

ers and children play games of clapping their own and

each other's hands in the same rhythm. These are games

ofsynchronization. And what do lovers do when they first

meet? They stroll long distances side by side, eat together,

laugh together, dance together. In romantic situations, a

woman will feel better about a date who leans back when
she does, crosses his legs when she crosses hers, picks up

his glass when she lifts hers, and so on.

This familiar effect may explain why music is just as

universal in human societies as language. When many
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people listen together to the same music, mood conver-

gence and bonding are the result. Examples of similar

bonding in other animals are easy to come by, from

howling howler monkeys to roaring lions. Take large

black gibbons called siamangs, which sing high up in

the trees in the Malay and Sumatran forests where they

live. For many animals, it's the male's job to keep intrud-

ers out, but with siamangs—which live in small family

groups—both sexes work together toward this end. The
female produces high-pitched barks, whereas the male

often utters piercing screams that at short range will put

every hair on your body on end. Their wild and raucous

songs grow in perfect unison into what has been called

"probably the most complicated opus sung by a land ver-

tebrate other than man."

It takes time for a pair of siamangs to learn to sing in

harmony, and harmony may be critical to holding onto a

partner or territory. Other siamangs can hear how close a

pair is, and will move in if they discern discord. Thomas
Geissmann, a primatologist at the University ofZiirich in

Switzerland, observed that deserting an established part-

ner would not be a very attractive option, because the

duets of new couples are noticeably poor. He found that

couples that sang together a lot also spent more time to-

gether and synchronized their activities better. One can

tell a good siamang marriage by its song.

According to Ulf Dimberg, a psychologist at Sweden's

Uppsala University, we don't decide to be empathic—^we

simply are. Having pasted small electrodes onto his subjects'

faces so as to register the tiniest muscle movements, he pre-

sented them with pictures of angry and happy faces on a

computer screen. Humans frowned in reaction to angry

faces and pulled up the corners of their mouths in reaction

to happy ones, even ifthe pictures flashed on the screen too

briefly for conscious perception. That is a rather primitive

kind of empathy known as emotional contagion—a first

step on the road toward full-blown empathy.

Empathy engages brain areas, such as the
limbic system, that are more than 100 million years old.

The capacity arose long ago with motor mimicry and
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after l.iycr, until our .iiKcstDis iu)t only tolt wluit ntluTs

tolt, Init understood uli.it others might w.nit or need. Ih.it

uhnn.iicK led to synip.ithy: while enip.itlu is .1 way we
gather mtorniation about someone else, sympathy reHects

our eoneern about the other and a desire to improve the

other's situation. Syinpatliy is ainthiiig bill .iiitomatk .

Nevertheless, it is eommon not only 111 humans but also in

other animals, sucii as apes, dogs, elephants, and birds.

Apes will groom and hug those in distress. There is

also evidence ot that behaxior in dogs. Belgian biologists

watched more than a thousand spontaneous fights among
dogs released every day onto a meadow at a pet-food

company. After aggressive outbursts, nearby dogs would

approach one of the combatants—usually the loser—to

lick or nuzzle, play with, or simply sit with him or her.

Homg so seemed to settle the group, which quickly re-

sumed its usual activities.

As for its origins, empathy probably started with the

birth of parental care. During 200 million years of mam-
malian evolution, females sensitive to their offspring out-

reproduced those that were cold and distant. When a pup,

cub, calf, or human baby is cold, hungry, or in danger, its

mother needs to react instantaneously. Females that tailed

to respond did not propagate their genes.

Descended as we are from a long line of mothers who
nursed, feci, cleaned, carried, comforted, and defended

their young, we should not be surprised by gender dif-

ferences in human empathy. Two-year-old girls who
witness others in distress treat them with more con-

cern than do boys of the same age. And in adulthood,

women report stronger empathic reactions than men,

which IS one reason why a "tending instinct" has been

attributed to women.
Believing we are seeing a person with whom we have

just cooperated receive a paintul electric shock (though

it's actually staged) activates pain-related areas in our

own brains. That applies to both men and women. But

some experiments show that if a man teels he has been

duped by someone, he shows the ppposite of empathy:

when he sees the other's pain, his brain's pleasure centers

light up. Those men are getting a kick out of the other

person's misery! Women, in contrast, remain empathic.

The underlying theme (m.ile l.ick of empathy for poten-

tial rivals) may well be .1 m.iinmalian universal.

None of this denies m.ile empathy. Indeed, gender

differences usually follow a pattern of overlapping bell

curves: men and women differ on average, but quite a

tew men .ire more empathn th.m the average woman,
and quite a tew women are less empathic than the aver-

age man. In adtiition, with age, the empathy levels ofmen
and women seem to converge. Some investigators even

doubt that in .uiulthood there's much difference left.

Disciplines that view humans as rational

decision makers, individually weighing the pros and

cons of their own actions, underestimate the way we are

intluenced by the bodies that surround us, unconsciously

responding to voice, mood, posture, and so on. But those

influences are what provides the "glue" that holds entire

societies together.

Human empathy is so ingrained that it will almost al-

ways t'lnd expression. As a consequence, at times it must

be suppressed. Doctors and nurses in emergency rooms,

tor example, just cannot afford to be constantly in an

empathic mode. They have to put a lid on it. Soldiers

must be trained to dehumanize the enemy. Empathy

can also be enhanced, as we do when we urge a child

who is hogging all the toys to be more considerate ot

her playmates.

Like other primates, humans can be described either

as highly cooperative animals that need to work hard to

keep selfish and aggressive urges under control, or as high-

ly competitive animals that nevertheless have the ability

to get along and engage in give-and-take. I rank humans

among the most aggressive of primates, but I also believe

that we're masters at connecting, and that social ties con-

strain competition. Many economists and politicians model

human society on the perpetual struggle they believe exists

in nature. But in fact many animals survive through coop-

eration, so there is a long evolutionary histor)- to compro-

mise, peacet'ul coexistence, and caring for others. Empathy

is part of the survix'al package, and human society depends

on it as much as many other animal societies do.

THE AGE OF

EMPATHY

This article was adapted from

The Age of Empathy: Nature's

Lessons for a Kinder Society.

©2009 by Frans de Waal.

Published by Harmony Books,

a division of Random House,

Inc. On sale in bookstores

September 22.

Frans de Waal is a Dutch-bom biologist wlio lives and

works 111 Atl.int.i. Georgia. One of the world's best-

known priniatologists, de W.ial is C. H. Candler Professor

of Fsvcliology and Director of the Living Links Center at

the Yerkes National Primate Research Center at Emory
University. He has been elected to the National Academy
of Sciences and the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences. In
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A QUARTER OF A BILLION
YEARS AGO THE "GREAT DYING"
CHANGED EARTH'S ECOLOGICAL
RULES. DO CURRENT GLOBAL
EVENTS SIGNAL A SIMILAR
REVOLUTION?

Above: Marine sedimentary rocks, exposed in Tibet

as a result of mountain building, record the end of

the Permian period and beginning of the Triassic,

about 251 million years ago. The mass extinction

at that juncture also marks the transition from the

Paleozoic era to the Mesozoic. Opposite page:

Silurian- or Devonian-period fossils of crinoids, about

410 million to 420 million years old, were collected in

Morocco. Crinoids were among the many sedentary,

filter-feeding animals of the Paleozoic era.
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HARLES DARWIN FAMOUSLY
CONCLUDED On the On^m of Species

by Means ofNatural Selection with upbeat re-

assurance: "There is grandeur in this view
ot Hfe, with its several powers, iiaving been
originally breathed into a few forms or into

one; and that . . . tVom so simple a begin-

ning endless forms most beautiful and most
wonderful have been, and are being, evolved." But the

subtitle of his work

—

The Preservation of Favoured Races in

the Stnii;{;le for Life—is a reminder that nearly all of those

"endless forms" are extinct. Moreover, we now know that

both evolution and extinction are not always the gradual,

mcremental processes that Darwm envisioned. The esca-

lating impact of the human population on Earth is even
billed as a "sixth mass extinction." With extinction the

rule rather than the exception, however, disentangling the

mechanisms and outcomes of a "mass" extinction turns

out to be anything but easv.

Darwin and the geologist Charles Lyell took the fossil

record to be incomplete and were skeptical that it could

reveal much about patterns of extinction and diversity. But
in 1860, only a year after Origin's publication, the geologist

John Phillips begged to differ in a groundbreaking lecture

at Cambridge, published as Life on the Earth, Its Origiti and

Succession. "Surely this imperfection ofthe geological record is

overrated," he wrote. "With the exceptions ofthe two great

breaks at the close of the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic periods,

the series of strata is nearly if not quite complete, the series

of life almost equally so." Looking back in time, Phillips

saw that the fossil faunas of Britain during the Paleozoic,

Mesozoic, and Cenozoic were distinct from one another (we
now call those great successive stretches of time eras, using

the term pcrinr/ for shorter subdivisions). He also showed that

drastic reductions in the variety of fossil life at the ends of
those eras were followed by radiations ofnew forms.

Such mass extinctions and subsequent radiations appeared

to differ from the gradual turnover oflife forms typical of
most of the fossil record. Naturally, scientists were tempted
to hypothesize causes. In 2006, Richard K. Bambach,
a professor emeritus of paleontology at Virginia Tech,

reviewed the historical highlights of that quest. In 1952,

tor example, geologist Norman D. Newell proposed that

mass extinctions might best be accounted for by a drastic

drop m sea level that would have devastated ocean life in

all the broad shallow zones. Soon thereafter, the paleon-
tologist Otto H. Schindewolf suggested that catastrophic

bursts of cosmic radiation from supernovae could have
caused some faunal changeovers. And in 1980, evidence

of an asteroid impact at the end of the Cretaceous period

captured the popular imagination, not only because the

evidence was concrete but also because the event affected

two charismatic groups ofanimals, with the so-called Age
of Dinosaurs giving way to the Age ofMammals.

Before addressing why a mass extinction occurred,
however, scientists need to determine what counts as an
abnormally large extinction event. The problem is akin to

identifying a great athlete. We would not label an athlete

"great" after a few good games: any good athlete can have
winning streak or a successful career. But only a great

athlete will set new records and have a major impact on
the history of a sport. By the same token, the label "mass
extinction" should be invoked only for an event that kills

off an unusually high number of species over a relatively

short geologic interval, over a broad geographic range,

and among many ecologic and taxonomic groups.

For much of Earth's history, marine fossils preserve the

only evidence oflife's evolution, and they provide the most
complete record even after plants and animals took to the

land. In 1982, the University of Chicago paleontologist

J. John (Jack) Sepkoski drew up a compendium of fos-

sil marine families and, with David M. Raup, then of
Chicago's Field Museum ofNatural History, demonstrated
that beginning in the Paleozoic, 542 million years ago, five

candidates for mass extinction stood out particularly starkly

from background extinction levels. Subsequently, Sepkoski
compiled a database ofglobal marine diversity that records

the times of origination and extinction for some 36,000
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genera (a computerized version was published posthumously
in 2002). On that basis, eiglitecn statistically respectable

candidates for mass extinction have been identified \sec cluiri

oil opi'ositc {hn;r\. Other analyses have suggested, however,
that many of those eighteen are merely artifacts of missing
fossil records. But in everybody's book, two events stand

out: one ended the Cretaceous period and Mesozoic era,

63 million years ago, and the greatest mass extinction of
all ended the Permian period and Paleozoic era, about 251

million years ago.

Such catastrophic intervals do much more than just

sweep some ofthe players offthe global playing field. They
change the game. Back in I860. Phillips perceived a trend
ot increasing complexity, writing that "the uaricty of life,

estimated by the marine tribes existing in a given period,
IS greater in the more recent periods." He realized more
was involved than the abiiiidaiicc of life, or the number of
individuals. Phillips's insight has since been reinforced,

in part from refinements in correlating geological strata

from different parts of the world and in assembling more
comprehensive lists of the players and their evolutionary

appearances and disappearances.

But the biggest surprises m the past few years have
come from comparisons of fossil assemblages in a coop-
erative venture known as the Paleobiology Database, an
electronic repository of information about thousands of
fossil communities. Our own analyses in that regard led

us to an unexpected conclusion: the end-Permian event
not only eliminated large numbers of species; it also set

the stage for reorganizing marine ecosystems.

OFTEN CALLED THE GREAT DYING, the end-
Permian mass extinction killed offat least 50 to 60
percent of all marine genera, embracing perhaps

90 percent ofmarine species, in a geologically short span
oftime. Immense shallow-water reefs died offcompletely.

Among bottom-dwelling organisms, sedentary animals
may have suffered the most, such as filter-feeding corals,

brachiopods, and single-celled fusiilinids. Filter-feeding

crinoids that in earlier periods blanketed many shallow
continental shelves did not diversify again for tens of
millions ofyears. The trilobites, mobile detritus-feeding

arthropods dominant through the Paleozoic, already in

decline, now finally met their end.

Brachiopods of the species Terebratulina unguicula, left, and the
crinoid Neocrinus decorus, right, are living descendants of two
groups of sedentary, filter-feeding marine animals that dominated
in Paleozoic seas. Brachiopods, once very diverse and abundant on
typical ocean bottoms, have been largely replaced by such mollusks
as clams and snails. Crinoids, which were once attached to vast

areas of the seafloor, are echinoderms related to free-living sea
stars and urchins. Modern crinoids are either restricted to deep,
dark waters or are able to swim or crawl, making them mobile
enough to hide from predators during the day.

Earth itself apparently unleashed this disaster—an aster-

oid impact like the one that wiped out the dinosaurs seems
much less likely. David

J. Bottjer of the University of
Southern Califarnia, along with several of his collabora-
tors, and Douglas H. Erwin ofthe Smithsonian Institution

independently reviewed and critiqued the many proposed
causes. Both empirical evidence and climate modeling
indicate that buildup of carbon dioxide and other green-
house gases, global warming, and reduced circulation or
even stagnation ofthe world oceans were all on the march
during the Late Permian. Those already stressful conditions

were punctuated by a continental-scale volcanic eruption of
lava in what is now Siberia, the largest known instance in

Earth history ofwhat is called flood basalt deposition. The
present-day landscape that testifies to that event, known
as the Siberian Traps, extends some 750,000 square miles,

but the lava may have originally covered three and a half
times that area, in places to a depth of a mile or more.
As it flowed up to the surface the magma vaporized

minerals and organic matter, adding to the outpouring of
volcanic gases—carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide, methane, and halocarbons. Like pure halogens,
halocarbons may have degraded the protective ozone
layer, though some researchers believe that was more than
offset by an ozone buildup. Climate fluctuations probably
increased following eruptions, and photosvnthesis on
land and in oceans was likely disrupted: both those con-
sequences are known on regional scales following major
eruptions in historical time. Carbon dioxide and (to a

much lesser extent) methane would have diminished the

proportion of oxygen in the atmosphere and accelerated

global warming. Elevated carbon dioxide levels probably
also acidified most ocean waters, impairing the ability of
many organisms to secrete carbonate skeletons.

Hydrogen sulfide may have reached toxic levels, in part

because lower ocean layers containing the gas in dissolved
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form rose onto the continental shelves, possibly even

breaching the surface. The resultant dilution ofoxygen and

poisoning ofshallow waters would have wiped out nearly all

but the anaerobic organisms living there. Sulfide-reducing

bacteria, for instance, likely thrived, and that could explain

the large-scale bacterial blooms and mats that overran

some shallow parts of the ocean. Such marine changes

may have been exacerbated by runoff and decomposition

of terrestrial detritus.

In sum, the massive volcanism unleashed a rapid cas-

cade of kill mechanisms, concentrating the end-Permian

extinctions in tens ofthousands ofyears. Direct evidence

ofprecisely which mechanisms caused the extinctions may
be elusive. But as Bambach observed in his review of all

the reputed mass extinctions, "Fossils were once alive,

and death is a biological, not geological, phenomenon."

He emphasized the power of evaluating the physiologies

and life habits ofboth victims and survivors to determine

the physical nature of the catastrophes.

The fossil evidence for several million years after the

Great Dying shows that only simple communities ofsmall

marine animals survived, along with widespread bacte-

rial mounds, evidence that dire conditions persisted. But

gradually during the Mesozoic, newly diversifying groups

ofburrowing bivalves exploited food resources and refuges

deep beneath the sediment surface—much more so than

during the Paleozoic, which was characterized by filter-

feeding, sedentary animals that lived on the sea bottom.

Although trilobites and other mobile, detritus-feeding

animals were common in the Paleozoic, and mobile preda-

tors such as nautiloid mollusks existed, beginning in the

Mesozoic highly mobile, shell-crushing or shell-boring

predators underwent dramatic radiations. Their descen-

dants included many arthropods such as lobsters and crabs,

neogastropods, marine reptiles, and ray-fmned fishes. At

the same time many prey animals evolved greater skeletal

defenses. The product of that evolutionary arms race is

widely known as the "Mesozoic Marine Revolution."

OUR OWN RESEARCH did not set out to highlight

the end-Permian or any other mass extinction,

but to test a more general hypothesis: that the

complexity of marine communities increases through

geologic time. How to measure ecological complexity is a

controversial question even for modern ecologists, because

complexity has many meanings. Three indices are often

used: taxonomic richness, a tabulation ofthe different kinds

oforganisms that live in a given place; abundance, the num-

ber of individuals; and evenness, the relative commonness

or rarity of the different kinds of organisms. On average,

for example, the number ofgenera in late Cenozoic com-

munities ofskeletonized, bottom-dwelling animals is 2.5

to 3.7 times greater than in mid-Paleozoic communities.

There is also a trend toward greater evenness, implying

a change from dominance by one or a few groups of or-

ganisms to more equal abundance. Comparisons ofliving

communities show that those with greater evenness often

have a hierarchy of different niche types.
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An even more powerful way of examining these com-
munities IS rooted in ecological theory, which holds that

the ways organisms partition resources will strongly affect

the "relative abundance distributions" (RADs) of spe-
cies in a commimity. Model RADs summarize elements
of all three indices of ecological complexity mentioned
above in one c]uantitative measurement representing all

the fundamental diversity information in a community.
In communities alive now, different RADs are typically

associated with different types of ecological structuring.

In the simplest models, for example, all individuals from
.ill species compete for the same set of resources. The
relative abundance of species is determined by the order
and frequency with which species appear, and how those

that have been around longer use up available resources.

The exact pattern depends on whether new species arrive

regularly (either like clockwork, say one each year, or

probabilistically, on average one each year), and also on
whether there is a finite limit to resources.

Alternatively, consider a community where species do
not all compete for the same resources. Consider further

that some resources become available only after particular

species have colonized a community. The predator-prey
relationship offers an obvious example, because predators

can consume prey only after prey species appear. There are

many other ways in which members of one species take

advantage ofresources that are created (or made accessible)

by members of another species. In such cases, the avail-

able niches expand as diversity increases. A new species

can add to the resources available, or leave some resources

completely untouched, thus boosting the opportunities for

future species. [Sec di(.\^nvn on opposite page.]

While we couldn't directly observe vanished ecological

communities in action, we could determine the most likely

statistical fit ofvarious model RADs to fossil assemblages.

We did this for each of 1,176 fossil communities drawn
from the Paleobiology Database. Our samples spanned the

past 542 million years—from the Cambrian period, when
animal life underwent its first major diversification, to

the present. Among our strategies was to focus on marine
genera or families with better chances of discovery when
looking at fossils on a global scale, as opposed to tabulating

all known species. As expected, despite intervals ofdecline
that could represent mass extinctions, as well as intervals

without much net change, marine genera increased overall

from the Cambrian period onward. With more kinds of
organisms comes the prospect of more complex interac-

tions among them.

Weathered basaltic rock in the mountainous region known as the
Siberian Traps is the remains of a gigantic outpouring of lava about
251 million years ago. The volcanism coincided with the end-Perm-
ian mass extinction and may have been the precipitating cause, on
top of underlying trends in climate change.

What we discovered, looking at the data as ecologists,

is that prior to the end-Permian mass extinction, our
simpler RAD models fit Ibssil communities slightly more
frequently than complex models. For the post-Paleozoic,

however, complex RADs predominate. Not only did
that mass extinction decimate the global variety of life,

it permanently altered the typical complexity of marine
communities. This was not just a trend, it was some kind
of abrupt shift. No other extinction event had that pro-
found effect.

At first we couldn't believe our results, or more precisely,

one of us said, "It has to be an artifact." But it wasn't.

We had already taken into account different sample sizes

among the communities. We tested to see if our results

were tied to different sediment types, global richness

levels, worker bias in compilation of the original data, or
alternate timing of events. None of those variables could
explain away our finding.

GOING FROM THEORY to biological reality, one
notable characteristic oftypical Paleozoic communi-
ties is the dominance ofanimals that lived sedentary

lives on top of or attached to the ocean bottom, filtering

organic particles suspended in the seawater. Although such
organisms are still abundant in modern marine ecosystems,

they are nowjoined by a great duersity ofmobile predators

and detritivores. Whereas a large proportion ofthe Paleozoic

organisms were competing for much the same resource,

namely particulate matter floating in the water column, in



Marine life in tlie Late Permian period, far left, depicted in a

former diorama at the Field Museum in Chicago, is dominated

by sedentary, filter-feeding animals, such as the tubular yellow

sponges and light-colored brachiopods (on mound at left).

Near Left: A diorama of life late in the Triassic, the period that

followed the Permian, shows many free-swimming organisms.

Among them are a large coiled ammonite (center) and long

nautiloids (both animals with tentacles like modern squids), as

well as clams and snails.

the post-Paleozoic there is an increased richness and abun-

dance of organisms competing for other resources.

Other hnes of evidence seem to be consistent with

this change in ecological complexity. The end-Permian

extinction more adversely affected groups of animals

with relatively low metabolic rates. Perhaps those that

had higher metabolic rates could also exert better control

over the diffusion ofgases dissolved in seawater, enabling

them to gain essential oxygen while excluding harmful

toxins. Separately, taxa that formed skeletons from mate-

rial other than calcium carbonate proved less vulnerable

compared with those that were heavily calcified, most

likely because they were less affected by acidification of

seawater. This pruning of the evolutionary tree through

the selectivity ofmass extinction possibly opened the door

to subsequent diversification oftaxa whose ancestors had

been present in the Paleozoic, but neither as diverse nor

abundant as other groups that had a stronger toothold.

Still, the reasons why this one mass extinction seems to

have been such a game changer remain to be unraveled,

as do the synergistic events that caused it.

THAT A "SIXTH MASS EXTINCTION" is currently

underway is not hyperbole. In an assessment of the

ecological health of the modern oceans, Jeremy

Jackson at Scripps Institution ofOceanography describes a

combination of greenhouse-gas buildup, ocean warniing,

increased acidification, massive nutrient runoff, pollution,

and habitat destruction that has eerie similarities to our

emerging picture of the end-Permian environment. The
ocean contains large "dead zones" depleted in oxygen.

Enormous coral reefs are dying. Reduced rates of calci-

fication have been measured in a number of organisms.

Assaulted as well by bacterial and toxic algal blooms and

disease, diverse, complex marine communities and food

chains are degrading into simpler ones. Overfishing by

humans has disrupted marine communities, destroying

their structural balance by removing the larger regulators

of those systems.

The causes ofthe Great Dying and the current extinction

event are not the same—humans were not a factor then,

eruptions of flood basalts are not a factor now. Climatic

conditions are different as well. We live in a cool inter-

glacial period of geological history, not a hot, arid one.

Atmospheric carbon dioxide levels during the end-Permian

crisis may have been three to six times higher than the

preindustrial levels of 200 years ago. What is staggering

is the pace ofmodern environmental degradation, which

is occurring in hundreds ofyears rather than over tens of

thousands or more.

Many species will fail to adjust to this pace. It is too

soon to say which ones. But a glance tar back in time does

tell us that the survivors, no matter how decimated, will

eventually evolve new complex communities, as unfamiliar

as we might find them.
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So bizarre is the seahorse, its dis-

embodied head, neck, and tail

decorated with extravagant fiHgree,

that someone who had never seen a

Hving specimen might dismiss it as

fantasy—no more real than a mer-

maid or a unicorn. Not so. Marine

biologist Helen Scales reassures us

that seahorses not only exist, but

are found in almost every marine

environment around the globe. For

all their apparent weirdness, they

sport the standard anatomy of a fish:

gills, internal air bladder, and spine.

Straighten out their curlicue tails,

which the fish use to grip vegeta-

tion, and they resemble their cous-

ins, the long and slender pipefish.

Don't expect to spot seahorses at

your local beach, however. Even

Scales, who has spent a lot of time

exploring under the waves, had to

do quite a bit of hunting before she

saw her first live seahorse. Timid

and solitary creatures, seahorses

cling to sea grass strands, mangrove

roots, or knobs of coral, waiting to

snatch small shrimp as they swim

by. Because they can't swim far or

fast themselves, seahorses evade

predators—and curious ichthyolo-

gists—by changing the color of

their skin to match their back-

ground, a disappearing act that is

ideally suited to what Scales calls

"life in the slow lane."

So what else is special about

seahorses? For one thing, they can

literally make their bodies talk,

emitting sharp chirps and snaps by

rubbing together two protuberanc-

es on their heads. For another, their

males get pregnant. When two

seahorses make love, it's the female

who deposits eggs through a slen-

der tube into a pouch on the belly

of the male. From then on, dad's

in charge, gestating the fertilized

eggs for three weeks until the little

sea colts are ready to emerge. Males

even go through labor, which can

last as long as three days. No sooner

is his ordeal over, and the diminu-

tive herd dispersed, than mom re-

turns to possibly impregnate him

again. Seahorses are monogamous,

staying together for at least one

breeding season, and often for a

lifetime, up to ten years.

Unfortunately for seahorses, their

fantastic appearance has given rise to

a rich tradition of myths about their

magical powers, in particular their

ability to work wonder cures. The

Greek physician Dioscorides, writ-

ing in the Roman Empire ofthe first

century a.d., recommended a mix-

ture of charred seahorse and goose fat

as a remedy for baldness. Traditional

Chinese medicine, which still flour-

ishes today, incorporates seahorse in

tablets to control cholesterol, increase

virility, and treat a host of ailments

from ulcers to bone fractures. As a

result, there's a lively trade in sea-

horses, which, despite their elusive-

ness, are regularly caught as byprod-

ucts of commercial trawling.

And so the delicate seahorse

is in trouble. Six of the thirty-

seven known seahorse species are

listed as "vulnerable" by the World

Conservation Union, largely, Scales

believes, as a result of the medicinal

trade. Regulation of commercial

fishing may help some. So may
the promotion of alternatives to

seahorse among practitioners of

Chinese medicine: those in the

know agree that English walnut

seed and possibly human placenta

have similar benefits. Equally im-

portant, though, is a book like this,

elegant and engaging, that informs

us about the marvels of these little

creatures and exhorts us to help the

seahorse keep on hanging on.

F}(t) = ipod/visii _^

A Mathematical
Nature Walk
by John A. Adam
Princeton University Press, 2009;

249 pages, $27.95

f you are a walker, as I am, your day-

pack probably contains sunscreen,

a poncho, a floppy hat, and a pair

of binoculars. After reading this

snappy guide to the mathematics

of the outdoors by John Adam, a

professor of mathematics at Old

Dominion University in Virginia,

you might consider tossing in a

programmable calculator.

Adam presents insights into pat-

terns in nature that most of us never

notice at all. Were you aware that

the inside of a rainbow is brighter

than the outside? That you can

determine the distance of a mid-

ocean storm by measuring the rate

at which waves break on the shore?

That you can look back over the

stern of a ship and prove the Earth

is round from the width of the wake

where it disappears over the hori-

zon? A sharp eye and an ingenious

mind are at work on every page.

Adam presents these gems of na-

ture lore as a sort of catechism. He
poses nearly a hundred questions,

most only a line or two, and follows

each with detailed exegesis, usually

invoking a bit of estimation, a bit

of guesswork, and a bit of calcula-

tion. Why can you see farther in

a heavy rainstorm than in a fog?

It's because, for a given amount of

moisture, the smaller drops in a

fog have a larger surface area, and

therefore block out more light. A
rough calculation using the diam-

eter of raindrops and mist-drops

serves to demonstrate that, while

you can see for more than a third of

a mile in a typical rainstorm, you

can barely see twenty feet in a typi-
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cal fot;. Like this ex.iinplo. many of

the ones in the book employ noth-

ing more than simple geometry and

a few rules of thumb.

Adam's field guide is just the

latest in a select literature 1 term

"recreational science," which takes

as its subject matter the little things

in nature: siiadows, halos around

the Sun. the shapes of eggs, and

the like. These are books that don't

aim to solve the mysteries ot the

universe or tell you how to make
a fuel-efficient engine, but simply

want you to appreciate the work-

ings of the everyday world. Read
this book with pencil and paper

in hand. Then go forth, enjoy the

view, and impress your friends!

<t.A

The Fallen Sky:
An Intimate History of

Sliooting Stars

by Christopher Cokinos

Jeremy P. Tarcher/Penpn, 200S

518 pages, S27.95 *

I

ong before men walked on the

l_Moon, humans had touched the

soil of alien worlds. More than 100

tons of extraterrestrial material

shower the Earth every day. Most
of it is in the form of tiny specks

of rock and metal, the smallest of

which drift to the ground unno-
ticed, while slightly larger pieces

provide a brief fireworks show as

they burn up in the atmosphere.

But once in a while, a chunk the

size of a walnut or bigger makes

it to the ground intact; and even

more infrequently, someone recog-

nizes it as something curious and

picks it up.

Nature writer Christopher

Cokinos's unusual book appears at

tlrst to be a layman's guide to the

science of meteorites, which provide

important information on how the

Earth and other planets formed. At

its heart, though, Tlic Fallen Sky is

about the people who collect these

bits of planetary history. They are

a subculture of cosmic beachcomb-
ers, dreamers infected with a strain

of interplanetary fever. In the

188()s, Eliza Kimberly, a Kansas

farm wife, had the bug so bad that

the growing pile of black rocks in

her yard earned her the derisive

local epithet of "the rock woman."
But when academics started com-
ing by to inspect the pile, and,

better yet, started paying to lug the

rocks away to their labs, Eliza had

the last laugh. Her t'armstead, re-

named the Kansas Meteorite Farm,

provided the Kimberly family with

a new cash crop—a gift, as it were,

from on high.

Daniel Barringer was an ambi-

tious mining entrepreneur whose

obsession with meteorites cost him
a fortune. In 1902, he heard about

a mile-wide hole in the desert near

Flaijstatt, Arizona, where numer-

ous small iron meteorites had been

found. The conventional wisdom
was that this was the crater of an

ancient volcanic steam explosion,

but Barringer thought it was a scar

left by an incoming meteorite, and

that as much as S700 million worth

of pure iron might still be buried in

the crater floor. Over the next three

decades, he drilled shaft after shaft,

amassing only a mountain of debt for

himself and his investors, and earn-

ing the general disdain of the geo-

logical community. But he was on

the right track. The crater, we know
today, was indeed caused by a 150-

foot-wide meteoroid that collided

with the Earth about 50,000 years

ago, although—alas for Barringer

—

the object was vaporized by the ex-

plosive force of the impact.

The cast of characters here is a

writer's dream: Harvey Nininger,

who gave up a sedate academic posi-

tion and a settled family life to accu-

Coiniimed on page 42
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FILM REVIEW

Enjoy and Conserve By Daniel Lenihan

Early tourists at Yellowstone National Park

The National Parks:
America's Best Idea

Directed by Ken Burns

Florentine Films and

WETAWasliington,D.C.

The six-episode series begins airing

on PBS stations September 27.

Perhaps it's no surprise that Ken
Burns would be the one to do

it—create a documentary series that

really does explain why America's

national parks were, as the writer

and historian Wallace. Stegner said

(quoting an admiring Brit), "the

best idea we ever had." Splendid

scenery is found in many nations;

the difference is that it was in

America that the natural landscape

was first determined to be a national

birthright and set aside for the many
rather than the privileged.

The key point reinforced with

each episode of the documentary is

that conflict lies at the core of that

"best idea." America, the land of the

free, was also the land of Manifest

Destiny, with an endless frontier

available for the taking by simply

heading west and displacing any ab-

original species, including humans,

that got in the way. But somehow,

the same American ethos that per-

mitted the near destruction of the

bison fostered the setting aside of

millions of acres as national proper-

ties owned by all Americans, rather

than as resources to be exploited by

those living closest to them.

With the establishment of the

National Park Service, the series

considers how the nation reconciled

the need for strict conservation

(the mission of the parks) with the

concept of "multiple use," in which

resources are managed, extracted,

and consumed to accrue the great-

est good for the greatest number
(the mission of the Forest Service).

A common sociopolitical view

—

one that the film seems to ascribe

to the Forest Service—is that natu-

ral resources were all put here by

God for man's "wise use." On what

basis, then, is there an argument for

absolutely sacrosanct landscapes?

That conflict is artfully illustrated by

showing how the San Francisco

quake and firestorm became a

justification for flooding part of

Yosemite to construct a reservoir,

supposedly to save the city from

any such future catastrophe. Also

brought out is the curious schizo-

phrenia that underlies the mission

of the National Park Service: to

"provide for the enjoyment of," yet

to "conserve" for "future genera-

tions." What a beautifully impos-

sible mandate for park superinten-

dents and rangers, who must work
in a present political reality to meet

the needs of a constituency yet to

be born.

I only found two omissions from

the twelve-hour series truly disap-

pointing. One is the strict focus on

areas of the national park system

that have achieved "National Park"

status, ignoring the greater number
of National Monuments, National

Seashores, National Historic Sites,

and so on. Also, no attention was

paid to submerged portions of parks

(there are at least sixty units with

significant underwater properties)

.

But on the whole, the series is

excellent. Its subtext is that the

story of the National Parks is the

story of America. That gives the

film the potential for either true

greatness or true overreaching. It

does not overreach.

A longer version of this review is avail-

able on our newly redesigned Web site, www.

naturalhistorymag.com. Daniel Lenihan,

afrequent contributor to Natural History,

15 one of the world's leading underwater ar-

chaeologists. Founder of the National Park

Service's Submerged Cultural Resources

Unit, now named the Submerged Resources

Center, he is the author o/Submerged:

Adventures of America's Most Elite

Underwater Archeology Team
(Newmarket Press, 2002).

I
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Above: Contra Costa wallflower and other vegetation at Antioch Dunes; right: Antioch Dunes evening primrose

Dune Buggies
What is the sound of one katydid stridulating?

By Robert R. Dunn

David Rentz remembers the day in his

childhood when his grandmother

got down on her hands and knees

and picked up a grasshopper for him
to see. She was curious about the

Hving world and wanted him to be,

too. He was. And so it was hardly

surprising when, as a teenager in the

late 1950s, he became a volunteer

curator of the crickets, grasshoppers,

katydids, and their kin at the Cali-

fornia Academy of Sciences in San

Francisco. He loved their variety of

scrapers, titillators, wing patterns,

and most of all, songs. And then one

day while looking through a drawer

of katydids classified as Nediiba

carinata, Rentz came across an in-

dividual that looked out of place.

According to the small tag impaled

by the specimen pin, a kind of insect

headstone, it had been collected in

1937 in an area known as the An-
tioch Dunes, just forty miles outside

of San Francisco.

To hear what its song sounded
like, Rentz needed to find a living

specimen of the katydid. Jacques

Heifer, a schoolteacher, wildlife il-

lustrator, and beetle collector, guided

him on a field trip to the Antioch

Dunes in 1960. The dunes were

formed from bits of mountains

worked to pieces by glaciers and

then blown into great piles of sand

that rose at the confluence of the

Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers.

A sandy corridor had once connect-

ed the dunes with the Mojave Desert

to the south. As climate changed,

the corridor retreated, isolating the

species living in the dunes from

their Mojave kin. Rentz and Heifer

plunged into that desert oasis.

The setting was far from pristine

habitat, however. During the mid-

1800s, gold had been discovered

near the dunes, and the town of

Antioch was founded. Coal and

copper too were soon mined; hors-

es, sheep, and dairy cows grazed

the local grasses. Entrepreneurs es-

tablished a vineyard and a shipyard.

The dunes were circumscribed by

a railroad line, bracketed between
electrical towers, and invaded by

introduced plants. Their very sands

were raided for asphalt and brick-

making enterprises. Nevertheless,

in the 1930s the Antioch Dunes
became a popular place to look for

new species, and many were iden-

tified. They included two plant

subspecies, and two species and

two subspecies of insects, known
from nowhere else on Earth. Other

insects were first collected in and

named from the dunes before being

found elsewhere.

In the years that followed, the

dunes' vegetation was burned; sand

mining intensified; and paper mills,

a sewage treatment facility, and a

gypsum plant were built close by.

Arriving in the evening (prime

katydid-listening time), Rentz and

Heifer were thus greeted with fewer

than a hundred untended acres along

the south bank of the San Joaquin

River. What they found was sur-

real: in the twilight, the white dust

from the gypsum plant, coating the

vegetation, made the landscape look

like winter in New England.
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The scene was inauspicious, but

lieiitz .md Heifer walked and lis-

tened, liopnig to hear a song that

Ir just might belong to a living Nediiba

v katydid that resembled the unusual

1; collected specunen. Initially, tiiey

|i just heard the white noise of town
and the chirps of common species.

1^ And then they heard a distinct song,

\< something wonderful and new. But

li it wasn't Rentz's W'diilhh They foi-

ls lowed the call and found another

untamiliar katydid—one that had

been first collected in the 19311s

but never tormally identified. Years

later, Rentz would name the species,

Idicstams iiiidiilckiiii[fi as part of his

1973 PhD dissertation at the Uni-
versity of California. Berkeley.

The /. midiUckaiiJJi tlnd was en-

couraging, but as Rentz and Heifer

walked on into the night, they still

heard no Sciiiilhi. Rentz returned to

the dunes on several subsequent oc-

casions, but still no luck. He waited

tor someone, anyone, to find it.

Finally the boy scientist, now Dr.

Rentz, decided the katydid deserved

its own species name. He called it,

pointedly. Xcdiiba cxriiiitii.

n 1977, when he published his sci-

entific description of lY. extiiufa,

Rentz wrote that the dunes had

been so negatively affected by hu-

mans that their death knell had

sounded. Indeed, today, two of the

insects known only from the An-
tioch Dunes appear to be extinct

—

one of them, of course, i\'. cxtiiicta.

A third hasn't been seen in more
than twenty years, nor have other •

rare species, among them Rentz's /.

tniddlekaujji katydid. But to protect

Lange's metalmark butterfly—a sub-

species unique to the dunes—and

the two unique plant subspecies, the

Antioch Dunes National Wildlife

Refuge was established in 19S(i.

The name of the refuge almost

dwarts the area it embraces, two
parcels that total only fifty-five

acres. Still, the dunes are enjoying

a fragile revival. Restoration ef-

forts include trucking in local sand,

contouring new dunes, weeding
out invasive vegetation, and plant-

ing naked-stemmed buckwheat, the

butterfly larva's only host. The two
subspecies of plants found nowhere
else on Earth, the Antioch Dunes
evening primrose and the Contra

Costa wallflower, still bloom in the

spring. And duringjuly and August,

hundreds of Lange's metalmarks,

some of them captive bred and re-

leased, open and shut their wings

and then rise into the air.

Public access to the dunes is re-

stricted, but refuge staff and local

educators schedule guided tours and

special events. And two or three

times a month, much-needed volun-

teers plant seeds and clear away non-
native plants that threaten to choke

out the fragile endemics. No one,

according to the manager, has me-
thodically searched for the lost in-

sects of Antioch in twelve years. But

ifyou go to the dunes to join the

volunteers, keep your eyes and ears

open. You may be lucky enough to

see a Lange's metalmark. You may
be luckier still and see one of the

species gone missing.

As for Keduba extiiicta, its lone

specimen, a male, still sits in a

drawer, as if poised to leap out. And
Rentz and his wife have long since

leapt to Australia, where they live

happily in the rainforest with casso-

waries, brush turkeys—and a host of

katydids that call out. though they

are not yet named.

A frequent contrihtitor lo Natural History.

Robert R. Dls\ is nn ecohgisi in the

Department ot Bioicgy iif \orth dirolina

State University in Raleigii.
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VISITOR INFORMATION

Antioch Dunes National Wildlife Refuge

501 Fulton Shipyard Road

Antioch, CA 94509

707-769-4200

www.fws.gov/sfbayrefuges/antioch/

Habitats
Stabilized interior dunes support the

endangered Antioch Dunes evening

primrose and Contra Costa wallflow-

er. Other native wildflowers include

bluehead gilia, California croton,

California poppy, deerweed, elegant

clarkia, gumweed, Kellogg's tar-

weed, and telegraph weed. Shrubs

or shrublike vegetation include coy-

ote brush, Douglas's ragwort, Jinnson

weed, naked-stemmed buckwheat,
San Joaquin snakeweed, silver bush
lupine, and western ragweed. Non-
native wildflowers include rattail

fescue, ripgut brome, slender oat,

winter vetch, and yellow star thistle.

Coastal live oak woodland is named
for its scrubby variety of oak tree

(possibly a hybrid). Other native

shrubs or trees are arroyo willow,

elderberry, narrow-leaved willow,

and toyon. A nonnative is the tree of

heaven, regarded as a weedy spe-

cies in many urban areas.

Coastal and valley freshwater marsh
borders the river. Rare native wild-

flowers are Mason's lilaeopsis and
Suisun Marsh aster. Among the

more common wetland natives are

California tule, cattail, common
threesquare. Delta tule pea, float-

ing marsh pennywort, low club rush,

Sitka sedge, tufted hairgrass, and
water ragwort. Nonnatives include

giant reed, Himalayan blackberry,

and pampas grass.
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USA. Belize. Mother Nature's best kept secret.

MARYLAND
18. ALLEGANY COUNTY
300 Years of American history is alive in Allegany

County. Discover the original Gateway to the

West.

19. CAROLINE COUNTY
Small town charm, rich heritage and nature's

adventures among majestic Chesapeake
landscapes. Come spend this weekend with

Caroline!

20. CECIL COUNTY
Beautiful countryside right on 1-95! Rolling hillsides

meet harbors and historic villages, Chesapeake

Bay cuisine, horseback riding, antiques, and more!

21. DORCHESTER COUNTY
Home to Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge;

explore the heart of Chesapeake Country.

22. FREDERICK COUNTY
Maryland's Crossroads of History. Antiques,

battlefields, covered bridges, parks, wineries

and more, close to Gettysburg and DC.

23. KENT COUNTY
A scenic peninsula on the Chesapeake Bay, of-

fering fishing, boating, kayaking, small beaches,

great shopping, and museums.
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31. WSJWINE
Take the fast track to the worid's best value

wines. Delivery is to your door and every bottle

guaranteed to please, or your money back.

U.S. TRAVEL
32. ALABAMA'S GULF COAST
Necessities: Time together to enjoy the simple

pleasure and beautiful treasures of Alabama's

Gulf Coast.

33. ARIZONA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Plan your visit to AzMNH, it is the great place

for dinosaurs and much more!

34. ARIZONA. THE GRAND CANYON STATE.

From vast ranchlands to historic mining towns,

from Native American ruins to fossils 225 million

years old, timeless discoveries await around

every corner.

35. BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
Need a good reason to stick around? We don't have

one, we've got 225. Dive into the colorful political

history of Louisiana's capital city, Baton Rouge.

36. DELAWARE
Discover natural history from life-sized dino-

saurs to tiny fossils. Explore cultural treasures,

wildlife areas and birding hot-spots in Delaware!

37. HOLBROOK, ARIZONA
Come explore Northeastern Arizona, Petrified

Forest National Park, Old West History, Route

66, Native American Culture.

38. MESA, ARIZONA
Outdoor adventure is just minutes away. Go hiking,

golfing, horseback riding or tubing down the Salt

River, or just enjoy the best in Southwest Cuisine.

39. NAVAJO NATION TOURISM
Plan your unforgettable memories within the

ountains on the Navajo Nation.

KA
ontier adventures, natural won-

culture and more. Order a free

;oday.
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NEW!
Pages from the Rare Book Collection

of the San Diego Natural History Museum

Gift Box of 20 note cards, four each of five designs, S19.95.

Available on line at www.sdnhm.org/store or in the Alex and

Elizabeth Wise Museum Store. Wholesale also available.

(San Diego Natural History Museum

619.255.0239

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods uni^
PSNT. COLLEGE g^jj
m^NC/l Master of Arts Earth Literacy tit^iSl

• Limited Time on Campus
• Multi-Disciplinary Coursework— Natural and

Social Sciences, Humanities, Spirituality and the Arts

• Internships and Electives

1-800-499-0373

812-535-5160

elm@smwc.edu

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, IN www.smwc.edu

800 442-6441 /mediopt@aol.com
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Having Math Problems?

SUBJECTS:
WE CAN HELP!

•BASIC MATH

•BASIC MATH WORD
PROBLEMS

• PRE-ALGEBRA

•ALGEBRA 1&2
•ALGEBRA WORD PROBLEMS

•ADVANCED ALGEBRA
• GEOMETRY I
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•TRIG/PRECALCULUS

•CALCULUS 1,2,

3

•PHYSICS

• MATRIX ALGEBRA

•UNIT CONVERSIONS!

•PROBABILITY/

STATISTICS

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

TO VIEW SAMPLE

VIDEO CUPS OF

. EVERY COURSE
#1 Rated Math &
Physics Tutorial DVDs

All topics taught entirely through

worked

grades or your money bac

877-MATH-DVD

Visit: MathTutorDVD.com

|tworking

Better than carbon dating:
Science Connection dating!

Meet other sciencealiterote singles

through Science Connection.

www.sciconnect.conn

Enjoy the science of laughter

with products from

EvolvoFISH.com

Car Erriblems

Order online with code; "NotHlsf for 1 0% discount

iCall 1 -800-386-5846, free catalog with order

The next issue for

Marketplace is

ON SALE
SEPTEMBER 21 ,2009.

To advertise in Ma*'kei»lace'Confact

Media Options at 800 442-6441
or email at mediopt@aol.com

Charge your ad to

American Express/Mastercard/Visa

HEMBS FOIR IHDEAEinHI
Nature's Herb Co. Since 1 91

5

• Green Energy

• Colon Cleansing

• Diet Tea "Naturally"

• See website for

full line of herbal

capsules

San Francisco Herb & Natural Food Co.

47444 Kato Road, Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: 800-227-2830 • Fax:510-770-9021
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL/TOURS
1. AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS
Award-winning Jungle Lodge in the Tamshiyacu-

Tahuayo Reserve, shown to have the greatest

diversity of mammals in all of the Amazon.

2. BUSHTRACKS
Tailor-made adventures by private air to

exotic destinations in Africa, India, and South

America—including expert guides and educa-

tional experiences.

3. CHEESEMANS' ECOLOGY SAFARIS
In-depth wildlife fours to unique destinations:

Antarctica, Africa, Bhutan, more! Maximum field

time, small groups.

4. GALAPAGOS TRAVEL
Comprehensive, educational, professionally-led

natural history tours of the Galapagos Islands.

1 1- or 15-day tours of all the significant outer

islands.

5. MAYA RESEARCH PROGRAM
MRP offers opportunities to participate in archae-

ological excavations and study tours in Belize.

6. MAYATOUR
Mayatour pioneered multi-country Maya Archaeol-

ogy Tours in Central America and Mexico. Now of-

fering Inca Archaeology Tours in Peru and Bolivia.

7. SERIOUS TRAVELER
Cultural tours to better understand the world

and its people. Iran, Silk Road and more. Small

groups.

8. TARA TOURS
Tara Tours specialize in travel to Central and

South America since 1980. Free brochures and

quotes.

CANADA
9. NEW BRUNSWICK
Walking on the ocean floor... just one of the

Magnifique moments waiting in New Brunswick.

10. NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
It's a short trip to the very end of the Earth,

where the dawn breaks first at the most easterly

edge of the continent.

11. NOVA SCOTIA
You're invited to explore scenic beauty, rich

heritage and vibrant culture of Nova Scotia on

Canada's seacoast.

12. TOURISM PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Come experience our unique red cliffs and

parabolic sand dunes and hike or bike the

Confederation Trail across our island.

CRUISES
13. AMERICAN CANADIAN CARIBBEAN LINE

Cruise historic American waterways and Carib-

bean to places usually only accessible by pri-

vate yacht. Spectacular itineraries, 100 guests.

14. CANODROS
Canodros offers up-scale services in Ecuador

with the Galapagos Explorer II. Enriching experi-

ence of the culture and natural history.

15. LINDBLAD EXPEDITIONS
Live an issue of National Geographic with

Lindblad Expeditions. Special offers on

expedition cruises.

16. VOYAGES OF DISCOVERY
Voyages of Discovery takes you to Asia, India,

Africa, Northern Europe and the Mediterranean

on mv Discovery.

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
17. BELIZE
Catch the Adventure! From rainforest resort

to Barrier Reef. Belize is only 2 hours from the

USA. Belize. Mother Nature's best kept secret.

MARYLAND
18. ALLEGANY COUNTY
300 Years of American history is alive in Allegany

County. Discover the original Gateway to the

West.

19. CAROLINE COUNTY
Small town charm, rich heritage and nature's

adventures among majestic Chesapeake
landscapes. Come spend this weekend with

Caroline!

20. CECIL COUNTY
Beautiful countryside right on 1-95! Rolling hillsides

meet harbors and historic villages, Chesapeake

Bay cuisine, horseback riding, antiques, and more!

21. DORCHESTER COUNTY
Home to Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge;

explore the heart of Chesapeake Country.

22. FREDERICK COUNTY
Maryland's Crossroads of History. Antiques,

battlefields, covered bridges, parks, wineries

and more, close to Gettysburg and DC.

23. KENT COUNTY
A scenic peninsula on the Chesapeake Bay, of-

fering fishing, boating, kayaking, small beaches,

great shopping, and museums.

24. MARYLAND VACATIONS
Beaches, mountains, big cities, small towns. Mary-

land has so many things to do, so close together.

25. MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Experience transportation history along the C&O
Canal and the National Capital Trolley Museum.
So many things to do.

26. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY
U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD. Learn

about life and traditions of midshipmen on a tour

of the four-year college of the U.S. Navy

27. WORCESTER COUNTY
Maryland's only seaside. Discover Assateague

Island National Seashore. Kayak, birdwatch,

cycle, golf and explore our historic towns.

MISCELLANEOUS
28. ATHENA REVIEW

Athena Review, journal of archeology, history

and exploration, invites you to send for more

information on a free issue.

29. GORILLA GLUE
Gorilla Glue is the ideal solution for projects

indoors and out. Bonds wood, stone, metal,

ceramic, foam, glass and morel

30. HYDRO-SIL
Families have saved up to 50% on heating

costs. Unique room-by-room heating system

that can save you hundreds of dollars.

31. WSJWINE
Take the fast track to the world's best value

wines. Delivery is to your door and every bottle

guaranteed to please, or your money back.

U.S. TRAVEL
32. ALABAMA'S GULF COAST
Necessities: Time together to enjoy the simple

pleasure and beautiful treasures of Alabama's

Gulf Coast.

33. ARIZONA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Plan your visit to AzMNH, it is the great place

for dinosaurs and much more!

34. ARIZONA. THE GRAND CANYON STATE,

From vast ranchlands to historic mining towns,

from Native American ruins to fossils 225 million

years old, timeless discoveries await around

every corner.

35. BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
Need a good reason to stick around? We don't have

one, we've got 225. Dive into the colorful political

history of Louisiana's capital city. Baton Rouge.

36. DELAWARE
Discover natural history from life-sized dino-

saurs to tiny fossils. Explore cultural treasures,

wildlife areas and birding hot-spots in Delaware!

37. HOLBROOK, ARIZONA
Come explore Northeastern Arizona, Petrified

Forest National Park, Old West History, Route

66, Native American Culture.

38. MESA, ARIZONA
Outdoor adventure is just minutes away. Go hiking,

golfing, horseback riding or tubing down the Salt

River, or just enjoy the best in Southwest Cuisine.

39. NAVAJO NATION TOURISM
Plan your unforgettable memories within the

four sacred mountains on the Navajo Nation.

40. NEBRASKA
Experience frontier adventures, natural won-

ders, arts and culture and more. Order a free

travel guide today.

41

.

SIERRA VISTA VISITORS CENTER
Enjoy the natural beauty, the world-renowned

birding experience, the thousands of years of

history and the diverse cultural activities.

42. THE GREAT STATE OF TEXAS
Create your perfect vacation with your FREE
Texas State Travel Guide.

43. TUCSON
Entertainment options are as wide open as the

landscape—first-rate golf, esteemed spas and

fine outdoor dining.

44. YUMA
Historic Colorado River location amid desert

and mountains. Watchable wildlife, birding. hik-

ing, boating, golfing, casinos, museums.
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Several feet below the Turritella Bed is a "Pecten Bed" consisting

of a medium-grained, loosely compacted, orange-brown sandstone

containing abundant individual shells of two species of scallop

shells, Argopecten abietis abietis and Oppenheimopecten vogdesi.

Both species reached a fairly large size, up to three or four inches

in diameter. The Pecten Bed, occurring more deeply than the

Turritella Bed, almost always occurs in the part of the city where

the Broadway Faunal Horizon shell beds are present. These shell

beds were described by Department of Paleontology curator Dr.

Tom Demere (1981) after the beds were uncovered during

excavation for Horton Plaza. He referred to the shell beds

collectively as the "Broadway Faunal Horizon."

These "Ice Age" deposits are from the Pleistocene Epoch with

an estimated age of about 500,000 years old. Turritella gonostoma,

Laevicardium elatum, and Oppenheimopecten vogdesi (as well as

several other species occurring in these beds) are species that occur

today along the west coast of Mexico, but are absent in southern

California, indicating the ocean water of this time period was

considerably warmer than it is today. Furthermore, all species

found from these beds are species that are today typical of

protected bays. Therefore, the shell beds of the Broadway Faunal

Horizon provide evidence that in the late Pleistocene, while the

mammoths lived on land, downtown San Diego consisted of a

large, tropical bay.

Read Part II ofthis article in next month's Field Notes.

Gunther von Hagens'

iWORUDSl
The Original Exhibition of Real Human Bodies

&LThe Brain—Our Three Pound Gem

It pays to be a member!
Members receive an incredible discount

on the cost of tickets for BODY WORLDS
& The Brain—Our Three Pound Gem.

Tickets available now:
online at www.sdnhm.org, by phone at

. 877.946.7797, or at the Museum.

SODYWORL

NOW OPEN
Limited Engagement

ww/vi/.bodyworlds.com

Foundation Profile: Helen K. and

James S. Copley Foundation

For over a decade, the Helen K. and James S. Copley

Foundation has generously supported the Museum. The Copley

Foundation provided a major gift to the Museum's $40-million

capital campaign, a project that more than doubled the building's

size. The Foundation also demonstrated its commitment to

cultural excellence by sponsoring two recent exhibitions. Dead

Sea Scrolls and Water: A California Story. We thank the Helen K.

and James S. Copley Foundation for helping to bring world-class

exhibitions to San Diego.

Mia's Visit to the Museum

On April 23, the Paleontology Department hosted

9-year-old Mia Shand (far left) and her family on a visit arranged

by the Make-a-Wish Foundation. Mia, who was diagnosed with

a brain tumor in January, had a wish to participate in a real fossil

dig. When she heard about the dig at the Thomas Jefferson

School of Law construction site, she hoped to be a part of it.

The San Diego Natural History Museum invited Mia to come

see the fossils recovered from the site and meet the paleontologists

who worked on the site and were now processing the fossils.

Maggie Carrino, Paleontology Lab Manager, gave the family

a behind-the-scenes tour of the Paleo Department where Mia

met the entire staff of "real" paleontologists. She was thrilled

with the fossil experts who showed her the Museum's research

collection of fossils, how they were cleaned, identified, organized,

and stored. She even got to watch the cleaning of the bones

from the Thomas Jefferson site.

Mia also spent time with Paleontologist Brad Riney, hearing

about his dinosaur finds, beginning with his first at the age of 12.

Member Services

The Membership Department can be reached Monday through i

Friday, 9 AM-5 PM at 619.255.0275, or by e-mail at I

membership@sdnhm.org for assistance with any of the following:

• Benefits information

• Change of address

• Replacement cards

• Renewing or upgrading your membership

• Other questions regarding your membership

Saw Diego Natural History Museum: Field Notes



(Re) Introducing Eowyn Bates,

Ann Laddon, and Donna Raub

riic SDNHM In.stULuioiuil Aclvanccnn.'nt IX-partinciu is charged

with spearheading ambitions fundraising goals for the current

fiscal year and beyond. During this economic climate it is particularly

important to stand on a solid foundation offundraising practices

and principles while welcoming new opportunities and ideas. The

department has recently undergone an extensive evaluation and

restrucTuring process and we are pleased to introduce the new senior staff!

Many ol you may remember Ann Laddon (center)—she was an

integral part of the Museum's Development Department from

1997-2002 during the building campaign. Ann considers the

years she spent with the Museum as the most productive and

professionally satisfying in her career. During her years at the

Museum she developed an appreciation and dedication to the

natural history ot southern and Baja California, its unique and

fragile beauty, and its rich environment. In July, Ann accepted

the position of Vice President of Institutional Advancement and

is excited to be back at the Museum.

Donna Raub (right) brings more than 20 years of experience in

flindraising and development to the Museum as the new Director

of Major Gifts and Planned Giving. She has worked as Director

of Development and Major Gifts Officer for organizations such

as Planned Parenthood, Mills College, Stanford University, UC
Berkeley, and Santa Clara University. Donna has a MS in

communications and journalism from San Diego State University

and recently moved to Solana Beach from the Bay Area.

Eowyn Bates (left) is a familiar face at the Museum. Having

served as the Director of Annual Fund and Membership Programs

since 2005, Eowyn has recently been promoted to Director of

Development and Membership. Before coming to the Museum,

Eowyn worked at organizations including the Salk Institute,

and Project Concern International. Eowyn grew up in northern

Wisconsin and developed a bond with the outdoors on numerous

adventures with her father, a naturalist and writer. She is

delighted to have the opportunit)' to work for an organization

where she is truly passionate about the mission.

With over 50 years of combined experience in a range of

positions and organizations Ann, Donna, and Eowjti bring a wide

breadth of insights and ideas. All three welcome your questions

or concerns and can be reached at:

Ann Laddon, aladdon@sdnhm.org, 619.255.0212

Donna Raub, draub@sdnhm.org, 619.255.0314

Eowyn Bates, ebates@sdnhm.org, 619.255.0172

September Family Programs ^^S
at the Museum

Wacky Science Sunday.s with Ms. Frizzle"

and The Magic School Bus
Recuminended for children aga -t-fi.

Wahoo! Join us for live performances

l^VHRY Sunda\ at the Museum. Get

ready to explore the wild and wacky

worlds of mysterious creatures,

fascinating habitats, and phenomenal

hands-on science! FREE with

Museum admission.

Call the Frizzle hotline 619.232.3821

ext. 1 10 or visit wwui.sdnhrn.org/Jrizzlefor the lau>i mjimnatuin.

Sundays, 12.15 PM and 2: 1 5 PM

Grandparent's Day on the Bay
Open to ages 6 and up.

Bring your grandparents for an introductory paddling lesson

and a scenic paddle under the beautiful Bay Bridge to the

Coronado Ferry Landing. Along the way, gaze across the blue

waters of San Diego Bay to the stunning downtown skyline.

Price includes equipment and paddling instruction. No
previous kayaking or swimming experience is required.

Member $55 per adult; Nonmember $65 per adult; $20 per

child age 6-12 paddling in a double kayak with a parent.

Sunday, September 13, 9 AM-1:30 PM

Fish Bellies: Art and Anatomy
Open to ages 8 and up.

Learn about fish from the inside out. Examine fish anatom\'

and physiology and how it compares to our own bodies. Show

off your artistic side by making a fish print and learn which

external features make a fish a fish. Become a scientist by dissecting

a fish to discover which adaptations allow fish to survive.

Member $24 per adult/child pair; Nonmemben $32 per adultlchild

pair; $10 additional child (yna.ximum 2 children per adidt).

Saturday, September 19; 10 AM-noon

For more information or to registerfor programs, visit

www.sdnhm.org or call 619.255.0203 (M-F). ^^^m

New Exhibition at the Ordover Gallery

at the San Diego Natural History Museum

Baja California

September 19, 2009-Januar)' 3, 2010.

This exhibition will feature spectacular

imagery b\' National Geographic

photographer, author, and expedition

leader Ralph Lee Hopkins. In addition to

photographs by Hopkins, outstanding images

by American and Mexican photographers

will also be shown.

The concents of these pages are provided to Natural History by the San Diego Natural History Museum.
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A Shaman for Ne

Female shaman reads a

client's fortune.

g '
"

f

By Laurel Kendall

Driving a bright red car with a

Buddhist rosary and a talis-

man entwined around the rear-

view mirror, Ms. Shin, as I'll call

her here, collects me and a fellow

anthropologist from the Inchon

train station in 1992. Ms. Shin is a

plump young woman with bright

eyes, a sharp wit, and a capacity

for emphatic conversation. She is

also a gifted diviner, committed to

preserving the knowledge of the

old North Korean refugee shamans

in her area. Like most modern-day

Korean diviners and shamans, she

is as much a therapist as a fortune-

teller, and speaks of establishing

good relationships with her clients

so that they will leave her house

in a happy frame of mind after a

divination session. (Unlike most

shamans, however, she does not

perform kiit—elaborate rituals in

which gods and ancestors appear,

speak, mime, and act in the person

of costumed shamans.)

When we ask Ms. Shin about the

kinds of problems clients bring to

her, she surprises us: "In the past,

sixty percent of the women were

worried about adulterous husbands.

Nowadays, if I ask a woman, 'Do

you have a lover?' ninety percent

admit to it." Ms. Shin sprinkles her

speech with such statistics like a

social commentator in a women's
magazine, and offers her own
analyses. She regrets the lack of

a meaningful "women's culture"

(ycisong munhwa) to occupy the

time and energy of modern South

Korean housewives.

When my colleague observes that

the subjects of our anthropological

interviews would probably never

admit to adultery, Ms. Shin soon

has us in giggles as she compares

herself to a doctor: "You go to the

doctor because you want to know

what's wrong, so you strip offyour

brassiere, you strip offyour panties,

you bare everything. It's the same

with me. They come to me because

there's something they want to

know. They set their money down,

and then it all comes out."

Subsequently, in the late 1990s,

Ms. Shin embarked on a campaign

to marshal the Seoul and Inchon

shamans into an organized religion.

She saw that as the only means

of gaining respect for an occupa-

tion that for most of the twentieth

century had been low in status,

regarded as superstition. When the

project collapsed a few years later,

undermined by acrimony and rival-

ries within the shaman community,

the deeply disappointed Ms. Shin

dropped out of sight, and I lost

touch with her.

A
group of Korean shamans attends an

international conference at Ewha
Women's University in Seoul in 2005

to hear what scholars have to say

about their rituals. A strapping young

paksu, or male shaman, in a modern
version of traditional garb, seems

to be their leader. He greets me by

my Korean name: "Kyongdallae-ssi!

Don't you know me? You've inter-

viewed me at my house." I smile but

do not recognize him.

"I'm Ms. Shin!"

Happy to see her again but also

flustered, I stammer an apology:

"You've cut your hair. You look

different."

"And lost weight," she adds. She

has, and her new appearance suits

her. Where I remembered a heavy,

laconic, and casually groomed
young woman, the new Ms. Shin,

dressed in immaculate white, walks

with a swagger. She seems more at

home in her body than in the past,

with gestures to match the energy of

her voice and intellect—or perhaps

she is simply happier.

Researchers who know her well

tell me that she dresses like a man to

be an effective manager for a team

of shamans. That team is dedicated

to performing a series of kut for the

former Korean "comfort women,"

who had been conscripted as military

prostitutes for the Japanese Imperial

Army. Adopting the role usually filled

by a male at the head of a shamans'

advocacy organization, the new Ms.

Shin deals effectively with provincial

officials who are unused to conduct-

ing business with a woman. Perhaps

she has finally found a way to unify

shamans around a common cause.

I think of another visionary who
cut her hair and dressed like a boy to

do battle: Joan of Arc.

Laurel Kendall is Curator of Asian

Ethnographic Collections in the Anthro-

pology Division at the American Museum

of Natural History and has been encoun-

tering Korean shamans for the last thirty

years. This story is adaptedfrom her

forthcoming book, Shamans, Nostalgias,

and the IMF: South Korean Popular

Religion in Motion (University of

Hawaii Press, 2009).
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